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AbstratIn this paper we deompose odd-hole-free graphs (graphs that do not ontain asan indued subgraph a hordless yle of odd length greater than three) with doublestar utsets and 2-joins into bipartite graphs, line graphs of bipartite graphs and theomplements of line graphs of bipartite graphs.1 IntrodutionIn this paper, all graphs are simple. A yle is even if it ontains an even number of nodes,and it is odd otherwise. A hole is a hordless yle with at least four nodes. An odd-hole-freegraph is a graph that does not ontain an odd hole. When we say that a graph G ontains agraph H, we mean that H appears in G as an indued subgraph.Given a graph G and a node set S, we denote by G n S the subgraph of G obtained byremoving the nodes of S and the edges with at least one node in S. A node set S  V (G)is a utset of G if the graph G n S is disonneted. For S  V (G), N(S) denotes the set ofnodes in V (G) n S that are adjaent to at least one node in S. A node set S is a Km-star ifS ontains a lique C of size m and S  C [N(C). We also refer to a K1-star as a star andto a K2-star as a double star.A graph G has a 2-join, denoted by H1jH2, if the nodes of G an be partitioned into setsH1 and H2 with nonempty and disjoint subsets A1; B1  H1, A2; B2  H2, suh that allnodes of A1 are adjaent to all nodes of A2, all nodes of B1 are adjaent to all nodes of B2and these are the only adjaenies between H1 and H2. Also, for i = 1; 2, jHij > 2 and ifA1 and B1 (resp. A2 and B2) are both of ardinality 1, then the graph indued by H1 (resp.H2) is not a hordless path. 2-joins were introdued by Cornuejols and Cunningham [9℄.The main result of this paper is the following.Theorem 1.1 If G is an odd-hole-free graph, then G is a bipartite graph or the line graph ofa bipartite graph or the omplement of the line graph of a bipartite graph, or G has a doublestar utset or a 2-join.In [7℄ Conforti, Cornuejols, Kapoor and Vuskovi obtain a polynomial time reognitionalgorithm for the lass of even-hole-free graphs. This algorithm is based on the deompositionof even-hole-free graphs by 2-joins, double star and triple star (K3-star) utsets obtained in [6℄.It would be of interest to try to use Theorem 1.1 to onstrut a polynomial time reognitionalgorithm for the lass of odd-hole-free graphs. This problem is urrently not even known tobe in NP.Odd-hole-free graphs are related to perfet graphs introdued by Berge. A graph G isperfet if every indued subgraph H of G has a hromati number equal to the size of alargest lique in H. A graph is Berge if it ontains neither an odd hole nor its omplement.Every perfet graph is Berge and the strong perfet graph onjeture (SPGC) states thatevery Berge graph is perfet. Well known lasses of Berge graphs are bipartite graphs, linegraphs of bipartite graphs, and the omplements of suh graphs. It is easy to verify that thesegraphs are perfet. Ongoing researh (in Marh 2001) is aimed at obtaining a deompositiontheorem for Berge graphs that uses more rened utsets that would allow for the proof of theSPGC. For example, when G is a square-free Berge graph, Conforti, Cornuejols and Vuskovi2
[8℄ showed that \double star utset" an be replaed by \star utset" in the statement ofTheorem 1.1. Sine star utsets annot our in minimally imperfet graphs (Chvatal [1℄)and neither an 2-joins (Cornuejols and Cunningham [9℄, see also [11, 4℄), it follows thatthe strong perfet graph onjeture holds for square-free graphs. A skew utset is a utsetS = A [B where A, B are disjoint and nonempty, and every node of A is adjaent to everynode of B. Note that a star utset is a skew utset whih itself is a double star utset.Chvatal [1℄ introdued skew utsets and onjetured that they annot our in a minimallyimperfet graph. This onjeture implies that a deomposition theorem for Berge graphssimilar to Theorem 1.1, in whih \double star utsets" are replaed by \skew utsets", wouldprove the SPGC. Suh a deomposition theorem and the proof of the skew utset onjeturewere reently obtained by Chudnovsky, Robertson, Seymour and Thomas [2℄.1.1 Proof OutlineTo obtain Theorem 1.1, we prove the following more general result. We sign a graph byassigning 0,1 weights to its edges in suh a way that, for every triangle in the graph, thesum of the weights of its edges is odd. A graph G is even-signable if there is a signing of itsedges so that for every hole in G, the sum of the weights of its edges is even. Clearly, everyodd-hole-free graph is even-signable (assign weight 1 to all the edges).Theorem 1.2 If G is an even-signable graph, then G is a triangle-free graph or the linegraph of a triangle-free graph or the omplement of the line graph of a omplete bipartitegraph, or G has a double star utset or a 2-join.The proof outline of Theorem 1.2 is as follows. Undened terms will be dened later. Theorem 1.2 holds for graphs that ontain no proper wheels and no parahutes (Setion2). If G ontains a proper wheel that is not a beetle, then G has a double star utset (Setion3). If G ontains an L-parahute, then G has a double star utset (Setion 4). If G ontains a T-parahute or a beetle, then G has a double star utset or G ontains a3PC(;) with a Type t2, t2p, t4 or t5 node (Setion 6). If G ontains a 3PC(;) 6= C6 with a Type t4 or t5 node, then G has a double starutset (Setion 8). If G ontains a 3PC(;) with a Type t2 or t2p node, then G has a double star utsetor a 2-join (Setion 9). If G ontains a C6 with a Type t4 or t5 node, then G has a double star utset or a 2-join,or G is the omplement of the line graph of a omplete bipartite graph (Setion 10).
3
1.2 Notation and BakgroundLet G be a graph and H an indued subgraph of G. A node v 62 V (H) is strongly adjaentto H, if jN(v) \ V (H)j  2.By C6 we denote a hole of length 6, and by C6 its omplement.A path P is a sequene of distint nodes x1; : : : ; xn, n  1, suh that xixi+1 is an edge,for all 1  i < n. If n > 1 then nodes x1 and xn are the endnodes of the path. The nodesof P that are not endnodes are alled intermediate nodes of P . The intermediate nodes ofP are also referred to as the interior of P . Where lear from ontext we write P instead ofV (P ). Let xi and xl be two nodes of P , where l  i. The path xi; xi+1; : : : ; xl is alled thexixl-subpath of P and is denoted by Pxixl . A yle C is a sequene of nodes x1; x2; : : : ; xn; x1,n  3, suh that the nodes x1; x2; : : : ; xn form a path and x1xn is an edge. The node set ofa path or a yle Q is denoted by V (Q). The length of a path P is the number of edges inP and is denoted by jP j. Similarly the length of a yle C is the number of edges in C andis denoted by jCj.Let A;B;C be three disjoint node sets suh that no node of A is adjaent to a node of B.A path P = x1; : : : ; xn onnets A to B if either n = 1 and x1 has neighbors in A and B orn > 1 and x1 is adjaent to at least one node in A and xn is adjaent to at least one node inB. The path P is a diret onnetion from A to B if, in the subgraph indued by the nodeset V (P ) [A [B, no path onneting A to B is shorter than P .A wheel, denoted by (H;x), is a graph indued by a hole H and a node x =2 V (H) havingat least three neighbors in H, say x1; : : : ; xn. Node x is the enter of the wheel. A subpathof H onneting xi and xj is a setor if it ontains no intermediate node xl, 1  l  n. Ashort setor is a setor of length 1 (i.e. it onsists of one edge), and a long setor is a setorof length at least 2. A wheel is odd if it ontains an odd number of short setors. A wheelwith k setors is alled a k-wheel.A line wheel is a 4-wheel (H; v) that ontains exatly two triangles and these two triangleshave only the enter v in ommon. A twin wheel is a 3-wheel ontaining exatly two triangles.A universal wheel is a wheel (H; v) where the enter v is adjaent to all the nodes of H. Atriangle-free wheel is a wheel ontaining no triangle. These four types of wheels are depitedin Figure 1, where solid lines represent edges and dotted lines represent paths. A proper wheelis a wheel that is not any of the above four types.A 3PC(x1x2x3; y) is a graph indued by three hordless paths P 1 = x1; : : : ; y, P 2 =x2; : : : ; y and P 3 = x3; : : : ; y, having no ommon nodes other than y and suh that the onlyadjaenies between nodes of P i n y and P j n y, for i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g distint, are the edges ofthe lique of size three indued by fx1; x2; x3g. Also, at most one of the paths P 1; P 2; P 3is an edge. We say that a graph G ontains a 3PC(; :) if it ontains a 3PC(x1x2x3; y) forsome x1; x2; x3; y 2 V (G).The following theorem is an easy onsequene of a theorem of Truemper [12℄.Theorem 1.3 ([5℄) A graph is even-signable if and only if it does not ontain an odd wheelor a 3PC(; :).The fat that even-signable graphs do not ontain odd wheels and 3PC(; :)'s will beused throughout the paper. 4
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Figure 3: T-parahutesIn fat [3℄ proves a stronger result: \double star utset or 2-join" in the statement ofTheorem 2.5 an be replaed by \star utset or universal 2-amalgam". Sine star utsetsannot our in minimally imperfet graphs (Chvatal [1℄) and universal 2-amalgams annotour in minimally imperfet Berge graphs (Conforti, Cornuejols, Gasparyan and Vuskovi[4℄), it follows that the strong perfet graph onjeture holds for WP-free graphs. In thispaper we only need the weaker statement 2.5.As a onsequene of Theorem 2.5, it suÆes to prove Theorem 1.2 when G ontains aproper wheel or a parahute.3 Proper WheelsIn this setion, we prove the following theorem.Denition 3.1 A beetle is a wheel with four setors, exatly two of whih are short and arefurthermore adjaent.Theorem 3.2 Let G be an even-signable graph. If G ontains a proper wheel that is not abeetle, then G has a double star utset.To prove this theorem, we use a result of [5℄.A Mikey Mouse, denoted byM(xyz;H1;H2), is a graph indued by the node set H1[H2with the following properties: the node set fx; y; zg indues a lique, H1 is a hole that ontains edge xy but does not ontain node z, H2 is a hole that ontains edge xz but does not ontain node y, and the node set H1 [H2 indues a yle with exatly two hords, xy and xz.7
In [5℄ we obtained the following deomposition theorem for Mikey Mouses. Note that in[5℄ Mikey Mouse dened as above is alled a Mikey Mouse with long ears.A node set S is an extended star if three nodes x; y; z of S indue a triangle and S N(x) [ (N(y) \N(z)). Clearly, an extended star utset is always a double star utset, sineS  N(x) [N(y).Theorem 3.3 If an even-signable graph G ontains a Mikey Mouse M(xyz;H1;H2), thenN(x) [ (N(y) \N(z)) is an extended star utset separating nodes of H1 from H2.A buttery is a wheel (H;x) with six setors exatly two of whih are long, and, if x1; : : : ; x6are the neighbors of x in H enountered in this order, then x1x2, x2x3, x4x5 and x5x6 areedges. Denote by S1 and S2 the two long setors of a buttery (H;x) whose endnodes arex1; x6 and x3; x4 respetively.Lemma 3.4 Let G be an even-signable graph that does not ontain a Mikey Mouse and let(H;x) be a buttery in G. If u is strongly adjaent to (H;x) but is not adjaent to x, then uis one of the following types.Type a: All the neighbors of u in H are ontained in either S1 or S2.Type b: The neighbors of u in H are ontained in S1 [ S2 and u is not of Type a.Type : u is adjaent to x1; x2; x3 and the neighbors of u in H are all ontained in H n x5,or u is adjaent to x4; x5; x6 and the neighbors of u in H are all ontained in H n x2.Type d: u is adjaent to x1; : : : ; x6 and has possibly more neighbors in S1 and S2.Type e: u is adjaent to x2; x5 and to no other node of H.Type f: u has exatly two neighbors in H, that are furthermore adjaent and ontained infx1; : : : ; x6g.Proof: If u is adjaent to neither x2 nor x5, then u is of Type a or b. So w.l.o.g. assume thatu is adjaent to x2. Suppose that u is adjaent to neither x1 nor x3 and is not of Type e.Then u must have a neighbor in S1 n x1 or S2 n x3, say it has a neighbor in S1 n x1. Let u1 bethe neighbor of u in S1 that is losest to x6 and let S01 be the u1x6-subpath of S1. If u doesnot have a neighbor in S2, then the node set fu; xg [ S01 [ S2 indues a Mikey Mouse. Sou must also have a neighbor in S2 n x3. Let u2 be the neighbor of u in S2 that is losest tox3, and let S02 be the x3u2-subpath of S2. Then the node set fu; xg [S01 [ S02 indues an oddwheel with enter x2. So if u is adjaent to neither x1 nor x3, it must be of Type e.We now assume that u is adjaent to exatly one of x1; x3, say x1. Suppose u is notof Type f. We rst show that u annot have a neighbor in S2. Suppose it does and let u1(resp. u2) be the neighbor of u in S2 that is losest to x3 (resp. x4). If u1u2 is not an edge,then in the graph indued by S2 [ fu; x; x2g there is either a 3PC(x2x3x; u1) (if u1 = u2)or a 3PC(x2x3x; u) (if u1 6= u2). If u1u2 is an edge, the node set S2 [ fu; x; x1g indues a3PC(u1u2u; x). Hene u does not have a neighbor in S2. Node u must have a neighbor inS1 n x1, else (H;u) is an odd wheel. Let u1 be the neighbor of u in S1 n x1 that is losest tox6. Then the u1x6-subpath of S1 together with S2; x; x2 and u indues a Mikey Mouse.8
Now assume that u is adjaent to both x1 and x3. If u is not adjaent to x5, then u isof Type . Assume u is adjaent to x5. By symmetry, we an assume that u is adjaent toboth x4; x6, and so it is of Type d. 2Lemma 3.5 Let G be an even-signable graph that does not ontain Mikey Mouses. If (H;x)is a buttery, then S = N(x) [ (N(x1) \ N(x3)) n x2 is a double star utset separating x2from the rest of H.Proof: Suppose not and let P = y1; : : : ; yn be a diret onnetion from x2 to H n (S [ x2) inG nS. By Lemma 3.4, n > 1, y1 is either not strongly adjaent to H or is of Type e or f, andyn is either not strongly adjaent to H or is of Type a, b or  (adjaent to x4; x5; x6 and withat least one more neighbor in (S1 [ S2) n fx1; x3g).First we show that x4 and x6 do not have a neighbor in P n yn. Suppose not and let yibe the node of P n yn with lowest index that is adjaent to x4 or x6. W.l.o.g. assume yiis adjaent to x6. If x1 does not have a neighbor in fy1; : : : ; yig then S1 [ fy1; : : : ; yi; x; x2gindues an odd wheel with enter x. If x3 does not have a neighbor in fy1; : : : ; yig theneither T = S2 [ fy1; : : : ; yi; x; x2; x6g indues a Mikey Mouse (if x4 is not adjaent to yi) orT n x6 indues an odd wheel with enter x (if x4 is adjaent to yi). So x1 and x3 both have aneighbor in fy1; : : : ; yig. Let yj (resp. yk) be the node of P with lowest index adjaent to x3(resp. x1). Then j = 1 or i, sine otherwise S2 [ fy1; : : : ; yj ; x; x2g indues a Mikey Mouse.If j = i then fy1; : : : ; yi; x; x2; x3; x6g indues an odd wheel with enter x3. So j = 1 andhene k 6= 1. If k 6= i then S1 [ fy1; : : : ; yk; x; x2g indues a Mikey Mouse. So k = i. Butthen fy1; : : : ; yi; x; x1; x2; x6g indues an odd wheel with enter x1. Therefore, x4 and x6 donot have a neighbor in P n yn.Next we show that if y1 is not of Type f then x1 and x3 do not have a neighbor in P n yn.Assume otherwise and let yi be the node of P nyn with lowest index adjaent to x1 or x3, sayx1. Then S1 [ fy1; : : : ; yi; x; x2g indues a Mikey Mouse. The same argument shows thatif y1 is of Type f adjaent to x1 (resp. x3) then x3 (resp. x1) does not have a neighbor inP n yn.We now onsider the following two ases.Case 1: yn is either not strongly adjaent to H or is of Type a.W.l.o.g. yn has a neighbor in S1. Let u1 (resp. u2) be the neighbor of yn in S1 that islosest to x1 (resp. x6). Let S01 (resp. S001 ) be the x1u1-subpath (resp. u2x6-subpath) of S1.Node x3 must have a neighbor in P , sine otherwise S2 [ P [ S001 [ fx; x2g indues a MikeyMouse. So y1 is of Type f adjaent to x3, and hene x1 does not have a neighbor in P n yn.If u1u2 is not an edge, then P [ S01 [ S001 [ fx; x2g indues a 3PC(x1x2x; :). So u1u2 is anedge. Let yk be the node of P with highest index adjaent to x3. Then S1[fyk; : : : ; yn; x; x3gindues a 3PC(u1u2yn; x).Case 2: yn is of Type b or .W.l.o.g. yn has a neighbor in S1 nx6. Let u1 be the neighbor of yn in S1 that is losest tox1. Let u2 be the neighbor of yn in S2 that is losest to x4 (suh a neighbor always exists).Let S01 (resp. S02) be the x1u1-subpath of S1 (resp. u2x4-subpath of S2). If x1 does not havea neighbor in P n yn, then P [ S01 [ S02 [ fx; x2g indues a 3PC(x1x2x; yn). Hene y1 is ofType f adjaent to x1, and x3 does not have a neighbor in P n yn. Let u3 (resp. u4) be the9
neighbor of yn in S2 (resp. S1) that is losest to x3 (resp. x6), and let S002 (resp. S001 ) be thex3u3-subpath of S2 (resp. u4x6-subpath of S1). If u3 6= x4 then S001 [P [S002 [fx; x2g induesa 3PC(x2x3x; yn). Otherwise P [ S2 [ fx; x2g indues an odd wheel with enter x. 2A bat is omposed of a hordless path y1; : : : ; yn and a node x suh that, for some 2 <i < j < n  1, x is adjaent to yk if and only if k 2 f1; i; : : : ; j; ng.In the remainder of this setion, when we refer to a wheel (H;x) we denote with x1; : : : ; xnthe neighbors of x in H in the order in whih they appear. For i = 1; : : : ; n, we denote withSi the setor of (H;x) with endnodes xi and xi+1 (note xn+1 = x1).Lemma 3.6 Let G be an even-signable graph that does not ontain Mikey Mouses andbutteries. Let (H;x) be a wheel with a bat in G that has fewest number of setors. Supposethat setors Sn; S1; : : : ; Sk together with node x indue a bat where Sn and Sk are the twolong setors. If node u 2 G n (H [ x) is adjaent to x2, but not to x and not to x1, then uhas no neighbors in H n fx2; x3g.Proof: Sine G ontains no Mikey Mouse, k  3. We rst show that u has no neighborsin Sn. Suppose not and let u0 (resp. u00) be the neighbor of u in Sn that is losest to x1(resp. xn). Let S0n (resp. S00n) be the u0x1-subpath (resp. u00xn-subpath) of Sn. Note thatu0 6= xn, sine otherwise Sn [ fu; x; x2g indues an odd wheel with enter x. Node u musthave a neighbor in H n (Sn[x2), else (H nSn)[S00n[fu; xg indues an odd wheel with enterx. If u is adjaent to xi for some i 2 f3; : : : ; n  1g, then S0n [ fu; x; x2; xig indues an oddwheel with enter x2. Otherwise, there is a shortest subpath S0 of H n (Sn [ fx2; x3g) suhthat one endnode of S0 is adjaent to u and the other to x, and hene S0n [ S0 [ fu; x; x2gindues an odd wheel with enter x2. Therefore, u has no neighbors in Sn.Let x0n be the neighbor of xn in Sn 1 and suppose that u has a neighbor inHnfx2; x3; x0ng.Then there is a shortest subpath S0 of H nfx2; x3; x0ng suh that one endnode of S0 is adjaentto u and the other to x, and hene Sn [ S0 [ fu; x; x2g indues a Mikey Mouse. Therefore,u has no neighbors in H n fx2; x3; x0ng. Finally suppose that u is adjaent to x0n. Then uannot be adjaent to x3, sine otherwise (H;u) is an odd wheel. Node x0n must be adjaentto x, else Sn [ fu; x; x2; x0ng indues an odd wheel with enter x. Let H 0 be the hole induedby (H n Sn) [ u. (H 0; x) is a line wheel, else the hoie of (H;x) is ontradited. But then(H;x) is a buttery. 2Lemma 3.7 If G is an even-signable graph that has a wheel with a bat, then there is a doublestar utset.Proof: By Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 3.5, we may assume that G ontains no Mikey Mouseand no buttery. Let (H;x) be a wheel with a bat in G that has fewest number of setors.Suppose that setors Sn; S1; : : : ; Sk together with node x indue a bat. Sine G does notontain a Mikey Mouse, k  3. Let x01 be the neighbor of x1 in Sn. We show that S =(N(x) [N(x1)) n fx2; x4; : : : ; xn; x01g is a double star utset that separates x2 from the restof H. Suppose not and let P = y1; : : : ; ym be a diret onnetion from x2 to H n (S [ x2) inG nS. By Lemma 3.6, y1 is either not strongly adjaent to H or it has exatly two neighborsin H, x2 and x3. So m  2. 10
Suppose that ym has a neighbor in Sn. Let u0 (resp. u00) be the neighbor of ym in Sn thatis losest to x1 (resp. xn). Let S0n (resp. S00n) be the u0x1-subpath (resp. u00xn-subpath) ofSn. If u0 = u00 then P [ Sn [ fx; x2g indues a 3PC(xx1x2; u0). If u0u00 is not an edge thenP[S0n[S00n[fx; x2g indues a 3PC(xx1x2; ym). So u0u00 is an edge. Suppose x3 has a neighborin P and let yi be its neighbor in P with highest index. Then Sn[fx; x3; yi; : : : ; ymg induesa 3PC(ymu0u00; x). So x3 does not have a neighbor in P . Node ym must have a neighbor inH nSn, sine otherwise H [P indues a 3PC(ymu0u00; x2). Hene there is a shortest subpathS0 of H n Sn suh that one endnode of S0 is adjaent to ym and the other to x. But thenS0n [ S0 [ P [ fx; x2g indues a 3PC(xx1x2; ym). Therefore ym does not have a neighbor inSn.Node ym must have a neighbor in H n fx2; x3g. Let x0n be the neighbor of xn in Sn 1. Ifym has a neighbor in H n fx2; x3; x0ng then there is a shortest subpath S0 of H n fx2; x3; x0ngsuh that one endnode of S0 is adjaent to ym and the other to x, and so Sn [ S0 [ fx; x2gindues a Mikey Mouse. Hene x0n is the unique neighbor of ym in H n fx2; x3g. Node x0n isadjaent to x, else Sn [P [ fx; x2; x0ng indues an odd wheel with enter x. Suppose x3 doesnot have a neighbor in P . Let H 0 be the hole indued by (H n Sn) [ P . (H 0; x) must be aline wheel, sine otherwise our hoie of (H;x) is ontradited. But then (H;x) is a buttery.Hene x3 has a neighbor in P . Let yi be the neighbor of x3 in P with highest index. If i > 1,then Sn [ fx; x2; x3; x0n; yi; : : : ; ymg indues an odd wheel with enter x. Hene i = 1. Butthen H [ P indues a 3PC(x2x3y1; x0n). 2Proof of Theorem 3.2: Assume G has no double star utset. Then by Lemma 3.7, G hasno wheel with a bat. Let (H;x) be a proper wheel that is not a beetle. Assume w.l.o.g.that Sn is a long setor and S1 is a short setor. Sine (H;x) is not a wheel with a bat,either Sn is the only long setor, or n > 5 and Sn and Sn 1 are the only long setors. LetS = (N(x) [N(x1)) n fx2; xn; x01g, where x01 is the neighbor of x1 in Sn. We laim that S isa double star utset that separates x2 from Sn [ Sn 1 n fx1; xn 1g. Let P = y1; : : : ; ym be adiret onnetion from x2 to Sn [ Sn 1 n fx1; xn 1g in G n S. Let s be the neighbor of xn inSn 1.Case 1: ym has a neighbor in Sn.Let u1 (resp. un) be the neighbor of ym in Sn that is losest to x1 (resp. xn). Let S0n(resp. S00n) be the u1x1-subpath (resp. unxn-subpath) of Sn.If u1 = un then P [ Sn [ fx; x2g indues a 3PC(xx1x2; u1). If u1un is not an edge, thenP [ S0n [ S00n [ fx; x2g indues a 3PC(xx1x2; ym). Hene u1un is an edge.A node of H n (S1 [ Sn) must have a neighbor in P , sine otherwise H [ P indues a3PC(u1unym; x2). Let u be the node of H n (S1 [Sn) that has a neighbor in P and is losestto x3. Let yi be the node of P with highest index adjaent to u. If u 6= s there exists ahordless path S0 from u to x in H n (S1 [ Sn). But then Pyiym [ Sn [ S0 [ x indues a3PC(u1unym; x). Hene u = s.Suppose that i = m. Sine (H; ym) is not an odd wheel, un = xn. If s does not havea neighbor in P n ym, then P [ S0n 1 [ S0n [ fx; x2g indues a 3PC(xx1x2; ym). So s has aneighbor in P n ym. Let yj be the neighbor of s in P with lowest index. If s 6= xn 1 thenSn [ Py1yj [ fx; x2; sg indues an odd wheel with enter x. So s = xn 1. If j 6= m   111
then Py1yj [ S0n [ fx; x2; xn 1; ymg indues a 3PC(xx1x2; xn 1). So j = m   1. But thenP [ fx; x2; xn 1; xng indues an odd wheel with enter xn 1. Therefore i 6= m.If i 6= 1 then Pyiym[H indues a 3PC(u1unym; s). So i = 1. But then Sn[Pyiym [fx2; sgindues a 3PC(u1unym; yi).Case 2: ym has no neighbors in Sn.Then Sn 1 is a long setor. Let u be the neighbor of ym in Sn 1 that is losest to xn,and let S0n 1 be the uxn-subpath of Sn 1. Note that by the denition of S and P , u 6= xn 1.Then P [ Sn [ S0n 1 [ fx; x2g indues a 3PC(xx1x2; xn). 24 L-ParahutesIn this setion we assume that G is an even-signable graph. We prove the following result.Theorem 4.1 If G ontains an L-parahute, then G has a double star utset.Denition 4.2 A rosspath w.r.t. a line wheel (H;x) is a hordless path P = y1; : : : ; yn inG n (H [ x) suh that x is not adjaent to any node of P and one of the following holds:(i) n = 1, (H; y1) is a line wheel, and eah of the two long setors of (H;x) ontains twoadjaent neighbors of y1.(ii) n > 1, no intermediate node of P has a neighbor in H, y1 (resp. yn) has exatly twoneighbors in H that are furthermore adjaent, the neighbors of y1 in H are ontainedin one long setor of (H;x) and the neighbors of yn in H are ontained in the otherlong setor of (H;x).Lemma 4.3 If G ontains an L-parahute, then G ontains a line wheel with no rosspath.Proof: Suppose G ontains an L-parahute  = LP (x1x2; x4x3; x; z). Let P be the xz-pathof  n fx1; x2; x3; x4g, and let H be the hole indued by  n (P n z). Let S1 (resp. S2) be thelong setor of (H;x) with endnodes x1; x4 (resp. x2; x3). Suppose that the line wheel (H;x)has a rosspath Q = y1; : : : ; yn. W.l.o.g. y1 has neighbors in S1 and yn in S2. Let Q0 be theshortest path from y1 to x in (P [ Q [ S2) n fx2; x3g. Then S1 [ Q0 indues a 3PC(; x).Therefore line wheel (H;x) has no rosspath. 2Lemma 4.4 If G ontains a line wheel with no rosspath, then G has a double star utset.Proof: Let (H;x) be a line wheel with no rosspath. Let x1; x2; x3; x4 be the neighbors of xin H that appear in this order when H is traversed lokwise. W.l.o.g. x1x2 and x3x4 areedges. Let S1 (resp. S2) be the long setors of H with endnodes x1; x4 (resp. x2; x3). Let x01be the neighbor of x1 in S1. Let S = (N(x) [N(x1)) n fx01; x2; x3g. Suppose that S is not adouble star utset and let P = y1; : : : ; yn be a diret onnetion from S1 to S2 in G n S. Letu1 (resp. u4) be the neighbor of y1 in S1 that is losest to x1 (resp. x4). Let u2 (resp. u3)be the neighbor of yn in S2 that is losest to x2 (resp. x3).If u2 = x3 then (H [ P [ x) n x4 ontains a 3PC(x1x2x; x3). So u2 6= x3. Supposea node of P n y1 is adjaent to x4 and let yi be suh a node with highest index. Then12






Figure 4: The dierent types of nodes adjaent to a 3PC(;)
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Type t4d: For some distint i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g, N(u)\fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3g = fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3gnfai; bjg.Type t4s: For some i 2 f1; 2; 3g, N(u) \ fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3g = fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3g nfai; big. Furthermore, if G does not ontain a Mikey Mouse, then for j 2 f1; 2; 3gnfig,ajbj is not an edge.Type t4: Node u is of Type t4d or t4s w.r.t. .Type tj for j = 5; 6: Node u is adjaent to j nodes in fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3g and possiblyother nodes of .Proof: First we show that if for some i 2 f1; 2; 3g, N(u)\fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3g = fa1; a2; a3; b1; b2; b3gnfai; big, then for j 2 f1; 2; 3g n fig, ajbj is not an edge. Suppose not. Assume w.l.o.g.that i = 3 and a1b1 is an edge. Node u must have a neighbor in P 3, sine otherwiseP 3 [ fa1; a2; b1; ug indues an odd wheel with enter a1. Let u3 (resp. v3) be the neigh-bor of u in P 3 that is losest to a3 (resp. b3). If u3 = v3 then (H13; u) is an odd wheel. Ifu3v3 is not an edge then P 3a3u3 [ P 3v3b3 [ fa1; b1; ug indues a Mikey Mouse. So u3v3 is anedge, and hene P 3 [ fa2; b1; ug indues a Mikey Mouse.Assume that u is not of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3. Then, w.l.o.g. u has neighbors in both P 1and P 2.Case 1: u does not have a neighbor in P 3.First assume that u has a unique neighbor in P 1 or P 2, say P 1. Let u1 be the neighbor ofu in P 1, and w.l.o.g. assume that u1 6= a1. Let u2 be the neighbor of u in P 2 that is losest toa2. If u2 6= b2, then the node set P 1[P 2a2u2 [P 3[fug indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; u1). If u2 = b2,then either u is of Type t2 or the node set P 1a1u1 [P 2 [P 3 [ fug indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; u2).Now assume that u has at least two neighbors in both P 1 and P 2. Let u1 (resp. v1) bethe neighbor of u in P 1 that is losest to a1 (resp. b1). Let u2 (resp. v2) be the neighborof u in P 2 that is losest to a2 (resp. b2). First suppose that both u1v1 and u2v2 are edges.If u is adjaent to both a1 and a2, then P 2 [ P 3 [ fu; a1g indues an odd wheel with entera2. So u is not adjaent to both a1 and a2, and similarly u is not adjaent to both b1 and b2.Hene u is of Type p4. Now assume w.l.o.g. that u1v1 is not an edge. If u is not adjaentto all four of the nodes a1, a2, b1 and b2, then either P 1a1u1 [ P 1v1b1 [ P 2a2u2 [ P 3 [ fug orP 1a1u1 [ P 1v1b1 [ P 2v2b2 [ P 3 [ fug indues a 3PC(; u). So u is adjaent to a1, a2, b1 and b2,and hene it is of Type t4s.Case 2: u has a neighbor in P 3.For i 2 f1; 2; 3g, let ui (resp. vi) be the neighbor of u in P i that is losest to ai (resp. bi).If u is adjaent to at most one node in fa1; a2; a3g and at most one node in fb1; b2; b3g, thenthe node set P 1v1b1 [ P 2v2b2 [ P 3v3b3 [ fug indues a 3PC(b1b2b3; u). So assume w.l.o.g. that uis adjaent to b1 and b2. If u does not have a neighbor in (P 1 [ P 2) n fb1; b2g, then u is ofType t2p, t3 or t3p. So assume w.l.o.g. that u1 6= b1. Suppose u is not of Type t4, t5 or t6.Then u is adjaent to at most one node of fa1; a2; a3g. If u2 = b2 and u3 = b3, then u is ofType t3p. Otherwise, P 1a1u1 [ P 2a2u2 [ P 3a3u3 [ fug indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; u). 2Type t6 nodes w.r.t.  are further lassied as follows.15
Type t6a: A node u that is of Type t6 w.r.t. , suh that u has no neighbors in the interiorof any of the paths of , and either  = C6 or none of the paths of  is an edge.Type t6b: A node u that is of Type t6 w.r.t. , but is not of Type t6a.Lemma 5.2 If u is of Type t6b w.r.t. , then  6= C6 and u has a neighbor in the interiorof one of the paths of .Proof: Assume u is of Type t6b w.r.t. , but u has no neighbor in the interior of any of thepaths of . Then w.l.o.g. a1b1 is an edge and a2b2 is not. Then P 1 [ P 2 [ u indues an oddwheel with enter u. 2If node u is of Type p3, t2p or t3p w.r.t. , then a subset of the node set [fug induesa 0 = 3PC(;) that ontains u. We say that 0 is obtained by substituting u into . If uis of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. , and for some z 2 fa; bg and i 2 f1; 2; 3g, 0 does not ontainzi, then we say that u is a sibling of zi.6 Beetles and T-ParahutesTheorem 6.1 Let G be an even-signable graph that does not ontain a double star utset.If G ontains a beetle, then G ontains a 3PC(;) with a Type t2 node. If G ontains aT-parahute, then G ontains a 3PC(;) with a Type t2, t2p, t4 or t5 node.Proof: By Theorem 3.2, every proper wheel of G is a beetle.Suppose G ontains a beetle or a T-parahute. For a beetle  = (H; v), we denotethe neighbors of v on H by a, t, b and z, where at and bt are edges. For a T-parahute = TP (t; v; a; b; z), we denote by (H; v) the twin wheel of . In both ases, we denote byP the path of  from v to z that uses no edge of H, and by Hza and Hzb the subpaths of Hfrom z to a and from z to b that do not ontain t. Let C be the hole of  ontaining b; v; z.Let S = (N(v) [N(b)) n ft;m; b0g, where m is the neighbor of v in P and b0 is the neighborof b in Hzb. Let Q = x1; : : : ; xn be a diret onnetion from t to  n fa; b; v; tg in G n S.If xn has no neighbor in C then, sine xn must have a neighbor in Hza n a, ( n a) [ Qontains a 3PC(bvt; z). So xn has a neighbor in C. If xn has exatly one neighbor p in C,then C[Q[t ontains a 3PC(bvt; p). If xn has two nonadjaent neighbors in C, then C[Q[tontains a 3PC(bvt; xn). So xn has exatly two neighbors in C and they are adjaent. ThenC [Q [ t indues a  = 3PC(;). By Lemma 5.1, a is of Type t2, t2p, t4 or t5 w.r.t. .When (H; v) is a beetle, both neighbors of xn are in Hzb. It follows from Lemma 5.1 that ais of Type t2. 27 Crosspaths and AttahmentsThroughout this setion we assume that G is an even-signable graph that ontains a  =3PC(;) and does not ontain a Mikey Mouse.
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Figure 5: Crosspath7.1 CrosspathsDenition 7.1 A rosspath w.r.t.  = 3PC(;) is a hordless path P = x1; : : : ; xn inG n  that satises one of the following: n = 1 and x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. , or n > 1, x1 and xn are of Type p2 w.r.t. , with neighbors in dierent paths of , andno intermediate node of P has a neighbor in .If x1 or xn has neighbors in a path P i of , we say that P is a P i-rosspath w.r.t. .Lemma 7.2 Let  = 3PC(;) and let P = x1; : : : ; xn, n > 1, be a hordless path in Gn.If ; 6= N(x1) \   P i, ; 6= N(xn) \   P j, i 6= j, and no intermediate node of P has aneighbor in , then P is a rosspath w.r.t. .Proof: Suppose that there exist ; P satisfying the assumptions of the lemma suh that Pis not a rosspath w.r.t. . Choose suh ; P with shortest possible P = x1; : : : ; xn, n > 1.Assume w.l.o.g. that i = 1 and j = 2. Sine N(x1)\  P 1 and N(xn)\  P 2, x1 and xnare of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. . Sine P is not a rosspath and P 1; P 2 are symmetrial,we may assume w.l.o.g. that x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. . If x1 is of Type p3 w.r.t., then onsider the 3PC(;) = 0 obtained by substituting x1 into . P n x1 is not arosspath w.r.t. 0. Therefore, by the hoie of ; P , the pair 0; P n x1 does not satisfy theassumptions of the lemma. Thus n   1 = 1. It follows from Lemma 5.1 that xn is of Typep4 w.r.t. 0, whih is impossible as xn has no neighbor on P 1. So we may assume that x1is of Type t1 or p1 w.r.t.  and similarly that xn is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. . If xn isof Type p2 w.r.t. , then the node set P 1 [ P 2 [ P indues a 3PC(; :). Hene xn is alsoof Type t1 or p1 w.r.t. . Let u1 (resp. u2) be the unique neighbor of x1 (resp. xn) in .W.l.o.g. u1 6= a1. If u1 = b1 and u2 = b2, then the node set P [ P 2 [ P 3 [ fb1g indues aMikey Mouse. Otherwise u2 6= b2 w.l.o.g. and the node set P 1 [ P 2a2u2 [ P 3 [ P indues a3PC(a1a2a3; u1). 217










Figure 7: Attahments of a node of Type t2
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Lemma 7.4 Let x be a Type t2 node w.r.t.  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3), adjaent to say a1 anda3. Suppose that S = (N(a2)[(N(a1)\N(a3)))nfx; a02g is not a utset and let P = x1; : : : ; xnbe a diret onnetion from x to  nS in G nS. Then no node of P nxn is adjaent to a nodeof  and one of the following holds:(i) xn is of Type t1 or p1 w.r.t.  and its unique neighbor in  is in P 2,(ii) xn is of Type p3 w.r.t. , with neighbors in P 2,(iii) xn is of Type t2 w.r.t. , adjaent to b1 and b3,(iv) xn is of Type t2p w.r.t. , adjaent to b1 and b3, or(v) xn is of Type t3p w.r.t. , adjaent to b1, b2, b3, and with a neighbor in P 2 n b2.Proof: First we show that no node of P n xn has a neighbor in . Suppose not. By thedenition of S, the only nodes of  that an have a neighbor in P n xn are a1 and a3, andno node of P is adjaent to both a1 and a3. Suppose that both a1 and a3 have a neighbor inP n xn. Then P n xn ontains a subpath P 0, suh that one endnode of P 0 is adjaent to a1,the other to a3, and these are the only adjaenies between P 0 and . Then P 0[P 1[P 2[a3indues a Mikey Mouse. Now assume w.l.o.g. that only a1 has a neighbor in P n xn. LetQ be the shortest path from xn to a3 in  [ xn n fa1; a2g. Then Q [ P [ x indues a holeH and (H; a1) is a wheel. Let Q0 be the shortest path from xn to a2 in  [ xn n fa1; a3g. IfQ0 [ P [ fx; a3g indues a hole H 0, then (H 0; a1) is a wheel with one more short setor than(H; a1) and either (H; a1) or (H 0; a1) is an odd wheel. Hene H 0 annot be a hole. That is,either xn is adjaent to a3 or the unique neighbor of xn in  is a03. If xn is a Type t1 or p1node adjaent to a03, then P 2 [P 3 [P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; a03). If xn is of Type p2 or p3adjaent to a3, there is a ontradition to Lemma 7.2. If xn is of Type t2p or t3p adjaentto a3, there is a 3PC(b1b2xn; a1). If xn is of Type p4 adjaent to a3, let u and v be its twoneighbors in P 1 [ P 2. Then P 1 [ P 2 [ P ontains a 3PC(uvxn; a1). Therefore, no node ofP n xn is adjaent to a node of .Node xn annot be of Type t4, t5 and t6 w.r.t. , sine all these types of nodes are inS. Suppose xn is of Type t1 or p1 with the unique neighbor u in  that is in P 1 or P 3,say in P 1. Then the node set P 1 [ P 3 [ P [ x indues a 3PC(xa1a3; u). Hene if xn is ofType t1 or p1, then it must satisfy (i). Similarly, if xn is of Type p3, then it must satisfy(ii), else there is a 3PC(xa1a3; xn). Suppose that xn is of Type p2, with neighbors u andv in . W.l.o.g. assume that u and v are not in P 3. If xn is not adjaent to a1, then thenode set P 1 [ P 2 [ P [ x indues a 3PC(xnuv; a1). So xn is adjaent to a1. If n = 1 thenP 1 [ P 3 [ fx; x1g indues an odd wheel with enter a1, and otherwise P 1 [ P 2 [ P [ fx; a3gindues an odd wheel with enter a1. If xn is of Type t2, adjaent to b2 and say b1, then thenode set P 1[P 2[P [x indues a 3PC(xnb1b2; a1). So if xn is of Type t2, then it must satisfy(iii). Similarly, if xn is of Type t3, then there is a 3PC(xnb1b2; a1). If xn is of Type t2p ort3p, and it does not satisfy (iv) or (v), then w.l.o.g. we may assume that xn has a neighborin P 3 n b3, and hene the node set P 1[P 2[P [x indues a 3PC(xnb1b2; a1). Finally assumethat xn is of Type p4 with neighbors in P i and P j, for some i; j 2 f1; 2; 3g. Let ui (resp. vi)be the neighbor of xn in P i that is losest to ai (resp. bi). Similarly dene uj and vj . If i = 1and j = 3, then w.l.o.g. xn is not adjaent to a3, and hene P 1v1b1 [ P 3v3b3 [ P 2 [ P [ fx; a3g21
indues a 3PC(b1b2b3; xn). Otherwise, w.l.o.g. we may assume that i = 1 and j = 2. Thenthe node set P 1v1b1 [ P 2v2b2 [ P 3 [ P [ x indues a 3PC(b1b2b3; xn). 2Lemma 7.5 Let x be a Type t3 node w.r.t.  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3), adjaent to say a1, a2and a3. Assume G has no extended star utset, let S = (N(a2) [ (N(a1) \N(a3))) n fx; a02gand let P = x1; : : : ; xn be a diret onnetion from x to  n S in G n S. Then one of thefollowing holds:(i) No node of  has a neighbor in P n xn and xn is of Type p2 or t3 w.r.t. .(ii) n = 1, xn is a sibling of b1 or b3 w.r.t. , adjaent to a1 or a3.(iii) Exatly one of a1; a3 has a neighbor in P n xn, no other node of  has a neighbor inP n xn, and xn is as desribed in Lemma 7.4.Proof: First note that by the denition of S, no node of P an be of Type t4, t5 or t6 w.r.t.. Also, the only nodes of  that an have a neighbor in P n xn are a1 and a3, and there isno node of P adjaent to both a1 and a3. Suppose that both a1 and a3 have a neighbor inP nxn. Then P nxn ontains a subpath P 0 suh that one endnode of P 0 is adjaent to a1, theother to a3 and these are the only adjaenies between P nxn and . Then P 0 [P 1[P 2[ a3indues a Mikey Mouse. Hene, at most one of a1; a3 has a neighbor in P n xn. If a1 or a3has a neighbor in P n xn then by Lemma 7.4 (iii) holds.We now assume that no node of  has a neighbor in P n xn. Suppose xn is of Type t1 orp1 and let u be its unique neighbor in . W.l.o.g. assume that u is in P 1. Then the node setP 1[P 2[P [x indues a 3PC(xa1a2; u). Similarly, if xn is of Type p3 there is a 3PC(; xn).If xn is of Type t2, with neighbors say b1 and b3, then the node set P 1[P 2[P [fxg induesa 3PC(xa1a2; b1). If xn is a sibling of b2, there is a 3PC(xa1a2; xn). Suppose that xn is asibling of b1. Let u be the neighbor of xn in P 1 that is losest to a1. If u 6= a1 or n > 1, thenP 1a1u [ P 2 [ P [ x indues a 3PC(xa1a2; xn). So if xn is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. , thenit must satisfy (ii). Finally assume that xn is of Type p4 w.r.t. . Then P [  ontains a3PC(b1b2b3; xn). 2Denition 7.6 For a node x and a path P desribed in Lemmas 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5, we say thatthe path P is an attahment of node x to . Also, a subset of the node set [P [x induesa 3PC(;) that ontains x. We say that this 3PC(;) is obtained by substituting x andits attahment P into .Theorem 7.7 If G is an even-signable graph that has no extended star utset, then everynode x of Type t1, t2 or t3 w.r.t.  = 3PC(;) has an attahment P to . Furthermore,every diret onnetion from x to nS (for an appropriate extended star S) is an attahment.Proof: Follows from Theorem 3.3 and Lemmas 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. 28 Type t4, t5 and t6 NodesTheorem 8.1 Let G be an even-signable graph that ontains a  = 3PC(;) and a nodeu suh that one of the following holds: 22
(i) u is of Type t4s w.r.t. ,(ii)  6= C6 and u is of Type t4d w.r.t. , or(iii)  = C6, u is of Type t4d w.r.t. , say adjaent to a1; a2; b1; b3, and G does not ontaintwo nodes v and w that are both of Type t4d w.r.t. , uv and uw are not edges, v isadjaent to a1; a3; b2; b3 and w is adjaent to a2; a3; b1; b2.Then G has a double star utset.Proof: Suppose G has no double star utset. Then by Theorem 3.3, G ontains no MikeyMouse. Let C be the set of all ordered pairs ; u that satisfy (i), (ii) or (iii). Let ; u 2 C. Ifu is of Type t4d w.r.t. , then we assume w.l.o.g. that u is adjaent to a1; a2; b1; b3. If u isof Type t4s w.r.t. , then we assume w.l.o.g. that u is adjaent to a1; a2; b1; b2.Claim 1: If ; u 2 C satisfy (ii), then G annot ontain nodes v and w that are of Type t4dw.r.t. , suh that uv and uw are not edges, v is adjaent to a1; a3; b2; b3 and w is adjaentto a2; a3; b1; b2.Proof of Claim 1: Suppose not. Then a1b1 must be an edge, sine otherwise fa1; a2; a3; b1; u; wgindues an odd wheel with enter a2. Also a2b2 must be an edge, sine otherwise fa2; b1; b2; b3; u; wgindues an odd wheel with enter b1. Sine  6= C6, a3b3 is not an edge. But thenfa1; a2; a3; b3; u; vg indues an odd wheel with enter a1. This ompletes the proof of Claim1. By Claim 1 and the hypothesis in Theorem 8.1(iii), we may assume w.l.o.g. that if ; u 2 Cand u is of Type t4d w.r.t. , then there is no node v of Type t4d w.r.t.  suh that uv isnot an edge and v is adjaent to a1; a3; b2; b3.For ; u 2 C dene the orresponding sets S as follows. If u is of Type t4d w.r.t. ,then let S = (N(u) [ N(a2)) n ( n fa1; a2; b3g). If u is of Type t4s w.r.t. , then letS = (N(u) [N(a2)) n ( n fa1; a2; b1; b2g). Sine S is not a double star utset, there exists adiret onnetion P = x1; : : : ; xn in G nS from (P 1 [P 2) nS to P 3 n S. Let C0 be a subset ofC with the property that for all 0; u0 2 C0 and all ; u 2 C, jN(u0) \ 0j  jN(u) \ j. Let; u be hosen from C0 so that the size of the orresponding P is minimized.Claim 2: No node of P is of Type t4, t5 or t6 w.r.t. .Proof of Claim 2: By denition of S, no node of P is of Type t6 w.r.t. . Suppose that somexi is of Type t4 or t5 w.r.t. . Sine xi annot be adjaent to a2, it must be adjaent to a1and a3. If xi is adjaent to b1, then fa1; a2; a3; b1; u; xig indues an odd wheel with enter a1.So xi is not adjaent to b1, and hene it is of Type t4d w.r.t. , adjaent to b2 and b3. Bythe assumption following Claim 1, this annot our if u is of Type t4d w.r.t. . Hene uis of Type t4s w.r.t. , and so a1b1 is not an edge. But then fa1; b1; b2; b3; u; xig indues anodd wheel with enter b2. This ompletes the proof of Claim 2.Claim 3: If xi is of Type p4 w.r.t. , then i = 1 and the neighbors of xi in  are ontainedin P 1 [ P 2. 23
Proof of Claim 3: Suppose xi is of Type p4 w.r.t. . Then i = 1 sine xi has a neighbor in(P 1 [ P 2) n S.Suppose that the neighbors of xi in  are ontained in P 1 [P 3. For j = 1; 3, let uj (resp.vj) be the neighbor of xi is P j that is losest to aj (resp. bj). First suppose that xi is adjaentto a3. Then xi is not adjaent to a1 and so ([xi)nP 3v3b3 indues a 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; u1v1xi).Note that 0 6= C6. Sine u is adjaent to a1; a2; b1 and it is not adjaent to a3; xi, it mustbe of Type t4s w.r.t. 0. Hene u is adjaent to u1 and v1. Node u annot have neighborsin P 3, sine otherwise 0; u would ontradit the hoie of ; u. So u is of Type t4s w.r.t., and hene a2b2 is not an edge. But then P 3 [ fa2; b2; u; u1; xig indues a 3PC(xiu3v3; u).Therefore xi is not adjaent to a3.Let 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; xiv3u3) indued by ( [ xi) n P 1v1b1 . Note that 0 6= C6. Sine uis adjaent to a1; a2 and at least one of b2; b3 (i.e. it has a neighbor in the a2v3-path of 0),and it is not adjaent to a3 and xi, it must be of Type t4d w.r.t. 0. Sine u is adjaent tob1, it has fewer neighbors in 0 than in , ontraditing our hoie of ; u.Now suppose that the neighbors of xi in  are ontained in P 2 [ P 3. By symmetry, theabove proof shows that u is of Type t4d w.r.t. . For j = 2; 3 let uj (resp. vj) be theneighbor of xi in P j that is losest to aj (resp. bj). By the denition of S, xi is not adjaentto a2, and hene ( [ xi) n P 3v3b3 indues a 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; v2u2xi). Note that 0 6= C6.Sine u is adjaent to a1; a2; b1 and it is not adjaent to a3; xi, it must be of Type t4s w.r.t.0. Sine u is adjaent to b3, u has fewer neighbors in 0 than in , ontraditing our hoieof ; u. This ompletes the proof of Claim 3.Claim 4: If xi is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. , then u is of Type t4d w.r.t. , i = 1 and xiis a sibling of b1.Proof of Claim 4: Suppose that xi is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t.  and let 0 be obtainedfrom  by substituting xi for its sibling. By the denition of S, xi annot be a sibling of a1or a3. Suppose that xi is a sibling of a2. Sine u is adjaent to a1; b1 and exatly one nodein fb2; b3g, and it is not adjaent to a3; xi, it violates Lemma 5.1 w.r.t. 0. Suppose xi isa sibling of b3. Sine u is adjaent to a1; a2; b1 and it is not adjaent to a3 and xi, it mustbe of Type t4s w.r.t. 0. So u is adjaent to b2 and it is of Type t4s w.r.t. . Sine xihas a neighbor in P 3 n b3, i = n. Sine b1; b2 2 S, n > 1. But then 0; u and P 0 = P n xnontradit our hoie of ; u and P . Suppose xi is a sibling of b2. Then u must be of Typet4d w.r.t. 0, and hene w.r.t.  too. By the denition of S, xi is not adjaent to a2, andhene 0 6= C6. Also i = 1 and n > 1. But then 0; u and P 0 = P n x1 ontradit our hoieof ; u and P . Finally suppose that xi is a sibling of b1. If u is of Type t4s w.r.t. , thenu violates Lemma 5.1 w.r.t. 0. So u is of Type t4d w.r.t.  and t2p w.r.t. 0. Sine xi isadjaent to b2, i = 1. This ompletes the proof of Claim 4.Claim 5: No node of P is of Type p3 w.r.t. .Proof of Claim 5: Suppose xi is of Type p3 w.r.t. . Let 0 be obtained from  bysubstituting xi into . Note that  6= C6. Then 0; u and P 0, where P 0 = x1; : : : ; xi 1 orP 0 = xi+1; : : : ; xn, ontradit our hoie of ; u and P . This ompletes the proof of Claim 5.Claim 6: n > 1, x1 is either a sibling of b1 or it is of Type t1, p1, p2, t2, t3 or p4 w.r.t. ,24
and xn is of Type t1, p1, p2, t2 or t3 w.r.t. .Proof of Claim 6: Follows from Claims 2, 3, 4 and 5.Claim 7: If a1 has a neighbor in the interior of P , then b2 and b3 do not.Proof of Claim 7: Suppose not. Let xi and xj be nodes of the interior of P so that xi isadjaent to a1, xj is adjaent to b2 or b3, and no proper subpath of Pxixj has this property.By the denition of S, at most one of b2; b3 has a neighbor in the interior of P . ThenP 2 [ P 3 [ Pxixj [ a1 indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; b2) or a 3PC(a1a2a3; b3). This ompletes theproof of Claim 7.By Claim 6, we now onsider the following ases.Case 1: xn is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. .First we show that a1 does not have a neighbor in the interior of P . Suppose not and letxi be the node of P n xn with highest index adjaent to a1. By Claim 7, b2 and b3 do nothave a neighbor in the interior of P . If b1 does not have a neighbor in Pxixn 1 , then Pxixnontradits Lemma 7.2. So b1 has a neighbor in Pxixn 1 . By the denition of S, u is of Typet4s w.r.t. , and so a1b1 is not an edge. Let xj be the node of Pxixn 1 with highest indexadjaent to b1. Then Pxjxn ontradits Lemma 7.2. Therefore a1 does not have a neighborin the interior of P .Next we show that if b1 or b2 has a neighbor in the interior of P , then u is of Type t4sand xn is of Type t1 w.r.t.  adjaent to b3. Suppose that b1 or b2 has a neighbor in theinterior of P . Then, by denition of S, u is of Type t4s. Suppose now that b3 is not theunique neighbor of xn in . By denition of S, b3 does not have a neighbor in the interior ofP . Let xi be the node of P n xn with highest index adjaent to b1 or b2. If xi is adjaent toexatly one of b1; b2, then Pxixn ontradits Lemma 7.2. Hene xi is adjaent to both b1 andb2. Let 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2xi) ontained in ( n b3) [ Pxixn . Note that u is of Type t4sw.r.t. 0. But then 0; u and Px1xi 1 ontradit our hoie of ; u and P .Case 1.1: x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. .First suppose that b3 is the unique neighbor of xn is . Then u is of Type t4s w.r.t. and so x1 has a neighbor in (P 1 [ P 2) n fa1; a2; b1; b2g. We may assume w.l.o.g. that theneighbors of x1 in  are ontained in P 2. Then (n b2)[P ontains either a 3PC(a1a2a3; b3)(if b1 has no neighbors in the interior of P ) or a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1) (otherwise). So b3 is notthe unique neighbor of xn in , and hene b1 and b2 do not have neighbors in the interior ofP . If b3 has a neighbor in the interior of P , let xi be the node of P n x1 with lowest indexadjaent to b3. Then Px1xi ontradits Lemma 7.2. So b3 does not have a neighbor in theinterior of P . By Lemma 7.2 applied to P , x1 and xn must both be of Type p2 w.r.t. .Suppose that the neighbors of x1 in  are ontained in P 2. Let u2 (resp. v2) be theneighbor of x1 in P 2 that is losest to a2 (resp. b2). Let u3 (resp. v3) be the neighbor ofxn in P 3 that is losest to a3 (resp. b3). Let 0 be the 3PC(u2v2x1; u3v3xn) indued byP 2 [ P 3 [ P . Suppose that 0 = C6. Then a2b2 and a3b3 are edges, and hene u is of Typet4d w.r.t. . Sine u is adjaent to a2 and b3, and it is not adjaent to P [ a3, it violatesLemma 5.1 w.r.t. to 0. Hene 0 6= C6. Let P 0u2u3 be the u2u3-path of 0, and similarly25
dene P 0v2v3 . Sine u is adjaent to a2, it has a neighbor in P 0u2u3 nu3. Sine u is adjaent to b2or b3, it has a neighbor in P 0v2v3 . Node u annot be of Type t4 w.r.t. 0, sine otherwise 0; uwould ontradit our hoie of ; u. Node u annot be of Type t2 w.r.t. 0 sine, otherwise,u is of Type t4s w.r.t.  and a2b2 is an edge, a ontradition. Also, sine u has no neighborsin P , it annot be of Type t3, t2p, t3p, t5 or t6 w.r.t. 0. Therefore u is of Type p4 w.r.t.0. So the neighbors of u in P 0u2u3 are a2 and a02. But then P 0u2u3 [ P [ fu; a1g indues anodd wheel with enter a2.An analogous argument holds when the neighbors of x1 in  are ontained in P 1.Case 1.2: x1 is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. .Then the neighbors of x1 in  are ontained in fb1; b2; b3g. First suppose that x1 isadjaent to b1 and b2. Then u is of Type t4d w.r.t. , and so b1 and b2 do not have neighborsin the interior of P . Hene ( n b3) [ P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2x1). Sine u is adjaentto a1; a2; b1, and it is not adjaent to a3; b2; x1, it violates Lemma 5.1 w.r.t. 0. So we mayassume that x1 is adjaent to b3, and is not adjaent to one of b1 or b2. Sine n > 1, b3 2 S,and so u is of Type t4d w.r.t. , and hene b1 and b2 do not have neighbors in the interior ofP . If x1 is adjaent to b2 then ( n b3) [ P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b2) and if x1 is adjaentto b1, then ( n b3) [ P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1).Case 1.3: x1 is a sibling of b1.By Claim 4, u is of Type t4d w.r.t. . So b1 and b2 do not have neighbors in the interiorof P . Let 0 be obtained from  by substituting x1 for its sibling. Then (0 nb3)[P ontainsa 3PC(a1a2a3; x1).Case 1.4: x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. .Then ( [ P ) n fb1; b2g ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; x1).Case 2: xn is of Type t2 w.r.t. , adjaent to a1 and a3.First we show that b1, b2 and b3 do not have neighbors in the interior of P . Suppose b3does and let xi be the node of P with highest index adjaent to b3. Here u must be of Typet4d w.r.t. . By Claim 7, a1 does not have a neighbor in the interior of P . If b1 has noneighbor in Pxixn , then P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxixn indues a 3PC(a1a3xn; b3). So b1 has a neighborin Pxixn . Let xj be the node of Pxixn with highest index adjaent to b1. If xj 6= xi, thenP 1 [ P 3 [ Pxjxn indues a 3PC(a1a3xn; b1). So xj = xi. Let 0 be the 3PC(a1a3xn; b1b3xi)indued by P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxixn . Sine u is adjaent to a1, b1 and b3 but not a3, xn or xi, nodeu violates Lemma 5.1 w.r.t. 0. Hene b3 does not have a neighbor in the interior of P .Suppose b1 has a neighbor in the interior of P and let xi be the node of P with highestindex adjaent to b1. Here u must be of Type t4s w.r.t. . If b2 does not have a neighborin Pxixn , then P 2 [ P 3 [ Pxixn indues a 3PC(b1b2b3; a3), sine a2 has no neighbor in Pxixnby denition of S. So b2 has a neighbor in Pxixn , and by Claim 7, a1 does not. But thenP 1 [ P 3 [ Pxixn indues a 3PC(a1a3xn; b1). Therefore, b1 does not have a neighbor in theinterior of P . Finally suppose that b2 has a neighbor in the interior of P and let xi be thenode of P with highest index adjaent to b2. By Claim 7, a1 does not have a neighbor inthe interior of P , and hene P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxixn indues a 0 = 3PC(a1xna3; b1b2b3). Sine b2has a neighbor in the interior of P , b2 2 S and hene u is of Type t4s w.r.t. . But then uis adjaent to a1; b1; b2, and it is not adjaent to a3; xn; b3, and hene it violates Lemma 5.126
w.r.t. 0.Case 2.1: x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. .If the neighbors of x1 in  are ontained in P 1 then (na1)[P ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; a3).Hene the neighbors of x1 in  are ontained in P 2. Suppose a1 has a neighbor in theinterior of P and let xi be the node of P with lowest index adjaent to a1. Then Px1xiontradits Lemma 7.2. Hene a1 does not have a neighbor in the interior of P . Let 0 =3PC(a1xna3; b1b2b3) ontained in ( n a2) [ P . Sine u is adjaent to a1; b1 and exatly oneof b2; b3, and it is not adjaent to a3 and xn, it violates Lemma 5.1 w.r.t. 0.Case 2.2: x1 is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. .Then the neighbors of x1 in  are ontained in fb1; b2; b3g. If x1 is adjaent to b1 and b2,then P 1 [P 2 [P ontains a 3PC(b1b2x1; a1). Therefore x1 is adjaent to b3 and exatly oneof b1; b2. If x1 is adjaent to b2, then P 2 [ P 3 [ P indues a 3PC(b2b3x1; a3). Hene, theneighbors of x1 in  are b1 and b3. Sine n > 1, b3 2 S and so u is of Type t4d w.r.t. .Let xi be the neighbor of a1 in P with lowest index. If i 6= n, then P 1 [P 3 [Px1xi indues a3PC(b1b3x1; a1). Hene i = n. Then P 1[P 3[P indues a 0 = 3PC(a1xna3; b1x1b3). Sineu is of Type t4d w.r.t. , u is adjaent to a1; b1; b3, and it is not adjaent to a3; x1; xn, andhene it violates Lemma 5.1 w.r.t. 0.Case 2.3: x1 is a sibling of b1.Then P 2 [ P 3 [ P indues a 3PC(x1b2b3; a3).Case 2.4: x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. .Then P 2 [ P 3 [ P indues a 3PC(x1x01x001 ; a3), where x01 and x001 are the neighbors of x1in P 2.Case 3: xn is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. , and Case 2 does not apply.Then xn is adjaent to b3, and hene b3 62 S. So u is of Type t4s w.r.t. , and b3 has noneighbors in the interior of P . We now show that a1 has no neighbors in the interior of P .Suppose it does and let xi be the node of P with highest index adjaent to a1. By Claim 7,b2 has no neighbors in the interior of P . Node b2 must be adjaent to xn, else P 2[P 3[Pxixnindues a 3PC(a1a2a3; b3). But then P 2 [ P 3 [ Pxixn indues a 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; xnb2b3).Sine u is adjaent to a1; a2; b2, and it is not adjaent to a3; b3; xn, it violates Lemma 5.1w.r.t. 0. Therefore a1 has no neighbors in the interior of P .Case 3.1: x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. .We may assume w.l.o.g. that the neighbors of x1 in  are ontained in P 1. Suppose b2has a neighbor in the interior of P , and let xi be the node of P with lowest index adjaent tob2. Then (nb1)[Px1xi ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b2). Hene b2 has no neighbors in the interiorof P . If b2 is not adjaent to xn, then ( n b1) [ P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b3). Thereforeb2 is adjaent to xn and hene ( n b1) [ P ontains a 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; xnb2b3). Sine u isadjaent to a1; a2; b2, and it is not adjaent to a3; b3; xn, it violates Lemma 5.1 w.r.t. 0.Case 3.2: x1 is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t.  or it is a sibling of b1.Sine u is of Type t4s w.r.t. , b1; b2 2 S and b3 62 S. By Claim 6, n > 1 and so this aseannot happen. 27
Case 3.3: x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. .Then ( [ P ) n fb1; b2g ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; x1). 2Theorem 8.2 Let G be an even-signable graph that ontains a  = 3PC(;) and a nodeu suh that one of the following holds:(i)  6= C6 and u is of Type t5 or t6b w.r.t. , or(ii)  = C6, u is of Type t5 w.r.t.  and there is no node of Type t4d w.r.t. .Then G has a double star utset.Proof: Suppose G has no double star utset. Then by Theorem 3.3, G has no Mikey Mouse.Let C be the set of all ordered pairs ; u suh that  = 3PC(;) 6= C6 and u is of Typet5 or t6b w.r.t. , or  = C6, u is of Type t5 w.r.t.  and no node is of Type t4d w.r.t. .If there exists ; u 2 C suh that u is of Type t5 w.r.t. , then remove from C all 0; u0 suhthat u0 is of Type t6 w.r.t. 0.Let ; u 2 C. If u is of Type t5 w.r.t. , then we assume w.l.o.g. that u is not adjaentto a3 and that, if one of P 1, P 2 is an edge, then P 1 is an edge. If u is of Type t6b w.r.t., then we assume w.l.o.g. that u has a neighbor in the interior of P 3. For ; u 2 C let theorresponding set S = (N(u) [ N(a2)) n ( n fa2; a3; b1; b2g). Sine S is not a double starutset, there exists a diret onnetion P = x1; : : : ; xn in G n S from P 1 [ P 2 to P 3. Choose; u 2 C and a orresponding P so that the size of P is minimized.Claim 1: No node of P is of Type t4, t5 or t6 w.r.t. .Proof of Claim 1: By Theorem 8.1, no node an be of Type t4s w.r.t. . By the denitionof S, no node of P is of Type t6 w.r.t. . Suppose that xi is of Type t5 w.r.t. . Then xiis not adjaent to a2. By our hoie of ; u, node u is also of Type t5 w.r.t. . But thenfa1; a2; a3; b1; u; xig indues an odd wheel with enter a1. Now suppose that xi is of Typet4d w.r.t. . Then by Theorem 8.1  = C6, u is of Type t5 w.r.t. , and hene our hoieof ; u is ontradited. This ompletes the proof of Claim 1.Claim 2: If xi is of Type p4 w.r.t. , then i = 1 and the neighbors of xi in  are ontainedin P 1 [ P 2.Proof of Claim 2: Suppose xi is of Type p4 w.r.t. . If the neighbors of xi in  are ontainedin P 1 [ P 2 then i = 1.Suppose that the neighbors of xi in  are ontained in P 1 [P 3. For j = 1; 3 let uj (resp.vj) be the neighbor of xi in P j that is losest to aj (resp. bj). First suppose that xi is adjaentto a3. Then xi is not adjaent to a1 and so ([xi)nP 3v3b3 indues a 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; u1v1xi).Note that 0 6= C6. Suppose u is not adjaent to a3. Sine u is adjaent to a1; a2; b1, and it isnot adjaent to a3; xi, it must be of Type t4s w.r.t. 0, a ontradition to Theorem 8.1. So u isadjaent to a3, i.e. it is of Type t6 w.r.t. , and hene it must have a neighbor in the interiorof P 3. Then xi is not adjaent to b3 and so ([xi)nP 1a1u1 indues a 00 = 3PC(xia3v3; b1b2b3).Note that 00 6= C6. Sine u is adjaent to b1; b2; b3; a2; a3 and it has a neighbor in the interiorof P 3, and it is not adjaent to xi, it must be of Type t5 w.r.t. 00. But then 00; u ontraditour hoie of ; u. Hene xi is not adjaent to a3.28
Let 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; xiv3u3) indued by ( [ xi) n P 1v1b1 . Note that 0 6= C6. Supposeu is not adjaent to a3. Sine u is adjaent to a1; a2; b2, and it is not adjaent to a3; xi,it must be of Type t4d w.r.t. 0, a ontradition to Theorem 8.1. Hene u is adjaent toa3, i.e. it is of Type t6 w.r.t. . Then u must be of Type t3p w.r.t. 0. So u annothave neighbors in P 1a1u1 n a1 and P 3a3u3 n a3. Sine u is of Type t6 w.r.t. , it must have aneighbor in the interior of P 3. Hene xi is not adjaent to b3 and so ( [ xi) n P 1a1u1 induesa 00 = 3PC(xiu3v3; b1b2b3). Note that 00 6= C6. Sine u is adjaent to b1; b2; b3; a2 and ithas a neighbor in P 3v3b3 n b3, and it is not adjaent to xi, it must be of Type t5 w.r.t. 00. Butthen our hoie of ; u is ontradited.An analogous argument holds if the neighbors of xi in  are ontained in P 2 [ P 3. Thisompletes the proof of Claim 2.Claim 3: No node of P is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. .Proof of Claim 3: Suppose that xi is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t.  and let 0 be obtained from by substituting xi for its sibling. By denition of S, xi annot be a sibling of a1 or a3.Suppose that xi is a sibling of a2. Suppose u is of Type t6 w.r.t. . Then P 3 is not an edgeand so 0 6= C6. But then u is of Type t5 w.r.t. 0, ontraditing our hoie of ; u. Heneu is of Type t5 w.r.t. . First assume that  6= C6. Suppose 0 = C6. Then xib2, a1b1 anda3b3 are all edges, and sine  6= C6, a2b2 is not an edge. So fa1; a2; a3; b2; u; xig indues anodd wheel with enter a1. Therefore 0 6= C6. Sine u is adjaent to b1; b2; b3; a1 and it isnot adjaent to xi; a3, it must be a sibling of b1 w.r.t. 0. Let 00 be obtained from 0 bysubstituting u for b1. Sine a2 is adjaent to a1; a3; u and it is not adjaent to b3; xi, it mustbe of Type t4d w.r.t. 00. Hene a2b2 is an edge and, by Theorem 8.1(ii), 00 = C6. But thena3b3 is also an edge. Sine  6= C6, a1b1 is not an edge, ontraditing our assumption onnode u. Hene  = C6. Let 00 be the 3PC(a1xia3; ub2b3) indued by fa1; a3; b2; b3; xi; ug.Note that a2 is of Type t4d w.r.t. 00, adjaent to a1; a3; b2; u. We obtain a ontradition byshowing that 00 and a2 satisfy (iii) of Theorem 8.1. Suppose there is a node v, not adjaentto a2, whose neighbors in 00 are xi; a3; u; b3. Node v must be adjaent to b1, else it violatesLemma 5.1 w.r.t. 0. But then fa2; a3; b1; b2; xi; vg indues an odd wheel with enter xi.Hene, 00 and a2 satisfy (iii) of Theorem 8.1.Now suppose that xi is a sibling of b2. Sine xi is not adjaent to a2, 0 6= C6. If u is ofType t6 w.r.t. , then it is of Type t5 w.r.t. 0, ontraditing our hoie of ; u. So u is ofType t5 w.r.t. . But then u is of Type t4d w.r.t. 0, a ontradition to Theorem 8.1(ii).Next suppose that xi is a sibling of b1. First assume that  6= C6. Suppose 0 = C6.Then xia1, a2b2 and a3b3 are all edges. Sine a3b3 is an edge, u annot be of Type t6 w.r.t., and so it is of Type t5 w.r.t. . Sine  6= C6, a1b1 is not an edge. Sine a1b1 is not anedge and a2b2 is an edge, our assumption on  and u is ontradited. Hene 0 6= C6. If u isof Type t6 w.r.t. , then it is of Type t5 w.r.t. 0, ontraditing our hoie of ; u. So u isof Type t5 w.r.t. . But then u is of Type t4d w.r.t. 0, a ontradition to Theorem 8.1(ii).Hene  = C6. Then u is of Type t5 w.r.t.  and of Type t4d w.r.t. 0. We obtain aontradition by showing that 0 and u satisfy (iii) of Theorem 8.1. Suppose there is a nodev, not adjaent to u, whose neighbors in 0 are a2; a3; b3; xi. By Lemma 5.1, v is of Typet4d w.r.t. . But then our hoie of ; u is ontradited. Hene, 0 and u satisfy (iii) ofTheorem 8.1. 29
Finally suppose that xi is a sibling of b3. If u is of Type t5 w.r.t. , then u is of Type t4sw.r.t. 0, a ontradition to Theorem 8.1(i). Hene u is of Type t6 w.r.t. . In partiular 6= C6. But then u is of Type t5 w.r.t. 0. So 0 = C6 and there is a node v of Type t4dw.r.t. 0, else our hoie of ; u is ontradited. By Theorem 8.1, no node is of Type t4 w.r.t. and by our hoie of ; u, no node is of Type t5 w.r.t. . So by Lemma 5.1 v must be ofType t2p w.r.t.  being a sibling of a1 or a2. Let 00 be obtained by substituting v into .Note that 00 6= C6. Then xi is of Type t4d or t5 w.r.t. 00, ontraditing Theorem 8.1 orour hoie of ; u. This ompletes the proof of Claim 3.Claim 4: If xi is of Type p3 w.r.t. , then u is of Type t6 w.r.t. , a1b1 and a2b2 arenot edges, u has no neighbors in the interior of P 1 and P 2, and the neighbors of xi in  areontained in P 3 (i.e. i = n).Proof of Claim 4: Suppose xi is of Type p3 w.r.t. . Let 0 be obtained by substituting xiinto . Note that 0 6= C6. So, if u is of Type t5 w.r.t. , or u is of Type t6 w.r.t.  with aneighbor in the interior of one of the paths of 0, then 0; u and P 0, where P 0 = x1; : : : ; xi 1or P 0 = xi+1; : : : ; xn, ontradit our hoie of ; u and P . Hene u is of Type t6 w.r.t. ,the neighbors of xi in  are ontained in P 3, and u has no neighbors in the interior of P 1and P 2. Let P 0a3b3 be the a3b3-path of 0. If a1b1 is an edge, then P 0a3b3 [ P 1 [ u indues anodd wheel with enter u. Hene a1b1 is not an edge, and similarly a2b2 is not an edge. Thisompletes the proof of Claim 4.Claim 5: n > 1, x1 is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p4 w.r.t.  or it is of Type t2 w.r.t.  adjaentto a1 and a3, and xn is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. , or it is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. with neighbors in fb1; b2; b3g.Proof of Claim 5: Follows from the denition of S and Claims 1, 2, 3 and 4.Claim 6: No intermediate node of P is strongly adjaent to .Proof of Claim 6: Assume not and let xi be an intermediate node of P with lowest indexthat is strongly adjaent to . By the denition of S, the only nodes of  that an have aneighbor in the interior of P are a3, b1 and b2. Hene xi is of Type t2 w.r.t.  adjaent tob1 and b2.First we show that at most one node of fa3; b1; b2g has a neighbor in Px2xi 1 . Supposenot. Then Px2xi 1 ontains a subpath P 0 suh that the endnodes of P 0 are adjaent to distintnodes of fa3; b1; b2g and no intermediate node of P 0 has a neighbor in fa3; b1; b2g. If b1 and b2have neighbors in P 0, then P 2 [P 3 [P 0 indues a Mikey Mouse. So we may assume w.l.o.g.that one endnode of P 0 is adjaent to a3 and the other to b2. But then P 1 [P 2 [ P 0 induesa 3PC(a1a2a3; b2). Hene, at most one node of fa3; b1; b2g has a neighbor in Px2xi 1 .We now show that a3 does not have a neighbor in Px2xi 1 . Suppose it does and let xj bethe node of Px2xi 1 with highest index adjaent to a3. Then b1 and b2 do not have neighborsin Px2xi 1 , and hene P 1 [ P 2 [ Pxjxi indues a 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2xi). Sine i 6= j,0 6= C6. If u is of Type t6 w.r.t. , then it is of Type t5 w.r.t. 0, ontraditing our hoieof ; u. So u is of Type t5 w.r.t. , and hene it is of Type t4s w.r.t. 0, a ontradition toTheorem 8.1. Therefore, a3 has no neighbors in Px2xi 1 .Suppose x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. . W.l.o.g. assume that its neighbors in  are30
ontained in P 2. Then ( n b2) [ Px1xi ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1). If x1 is of Type t2 w.r.t., then ( n b2) [ Px1xi ontains a 3PC(a1x1a3; b1). Hene x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. . Thenx1 annot be adjaent to both b1 and b2, so assume w.l.o.g. that it is not adjaent to b2. Butthen ( n b1) [ Px1xi ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; x1). This ompletes the proof of Claim 6.Claim 7: At most one node of fa3; b1; b2g has a neighbor in the interior of P .Proof of Claim 7: Assume not. Then, by Claim 6, Px2xn 1 ontains a subpath P 0 suhthat the endnodes of P 0 are not strongly adjaent to , they are adjaent to distint nodesof fa3; b1; b2g, and no intermediate node of P 0 is adjaent to a node of fa3; b1; b2g. If theendnodes of P 0 are adjaent to b1 and b2, then P 0 [P 2 [P 3 indues a Mikey Mouse. So wemay assume w.l.o.g. that the endnodes of P 0 are adjaent to a3 and b2. But then P 0[P 1[P 2indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; b2). This ompletes the proof of Claim 7.By Claim 5, we now onsider the following ases.Case 1: xn is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. .First we show that b1 and b2 do not have neighbors in the interior of P . Suppose not andlet xi be the node of P with highest index adjaent to b1 or b2. W.l.o.g. assume that xi isadjaent to b2. Then, by Claim 7, a3 and b1 do not have neighbors in the interior of P andso  and Pxixn ontradit Lemma 7.2. Hene, b1 and b2 do not have neighbors in the interiorof P .Case 1.1: x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. .By a similar argument as above, a3 does not have a neighbor in the interior of P . ByLemma 7.2 applied to  and P , both x1 and xn must be of Type p2 w.r.t. .Suppose that the neighbors of x1 in  are ontained in P 1. Let u1 (resp. v1) be theneighbor of x1 in P 1 that is losest to a1 (resp. b1). Let u3 (resp. v3) be the neighbor of xnin P 3 that is losest to a3 (resp. b3). Let 0 = 3PC(u1v1x1; u3v3xn) indued by P 1[P 3 [P .Sine u is adjaent to a1; b1; b3 and it is not adjaent to any node of P , it must be of Type p4or t4s w.r.t. 0. If u is of Type t4s w.r.t. 0, then Theorem 8.1(i) is ontradited. So u is ofType p4 w.r.t. 0. Then u must be of Type t5 w.r.t. , N(u) \ (P 1 [ P 3) = fa1; a01; b1; b3g,and P 1 is of length greater than 2. But then P 1 [P 2 [ u indues a proper wheel with enteru that is not a beetle.Analogous argument holds when the neighbors of x1 in  are ontained in P 2.Case 1.2: x1 is of Type t2 w.r.t. .Then ( n a3) [ P ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; a1).Case 1.3: x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. .Then ( n fa1; a2; a3g) [ P ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; x1).Case 2: xn is of Type t2 or t3 w.r.t. .Then xn is adjaent to b3. Suppose a3 has a neighbor in the interior of P and let xibe the node of P with highest index adjaent to a3. Then, by Claim 7, b1 and b2 do nothave a neighbor in the interior of P . If xn is adjaent to b1, then P 1 [ P 3 [ Pxixn indues a3PC(b1xnb3; a3). Otherwise, P 2 [ P 3 [ Pxixn indues a 3PC(xnb2b3; a3). Therefore a3 has31
no neighbors in the interior of P .Case 2.1: x1 is of Type t1, p1 or p2 w.r.t. .W.l.o.g. we assume that xn is adjaent to b1. First suppose that the neighbors of x1 in are ontained in P 2. Suppose b1 has a neighbor in the interior of P and let xi be the nodeof P with lowest index adjaent to b1. Then, by Claim 7, b2 does not have a neighbor in theinterior of P , and hene  and Px1xi ontradit Lemma 7.2. Therefore b1 has no neighbors inthe interior of P . So ( n b2) [ P ontains a 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1xnb3). Note that 0 6= C6.If u is of Type t6 w.r.t. , then it is of Type t5 w.r.t. 0, and hene our hoie of ; u isontradited. So u is of Type t5 w.r.t. . But then u is of Type t4d w.r.t. 0, a ontraditionto Theorem 8.1(ii).Now suppose that the neighbors of x1 in  are ontained in P 1. Suppose b2 has a neighborin the interior of P and let xi be the node of P with lowest index adjaent to b2. Then, byClaim 7, b1 has no neighbors in the interior of P and hene  and Px1xi ontradit Lemma7.2. Therefore b2 has no neighbors in the interior of P . If xn is not adjaent to b2, then( n b1)[P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b3). Hene xn is adjaent to b2. So ( n b1)[P ontainsa 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; xnb2b3). Note that 0 6= C6. If u is of Type t6 w.r.t. , then it is ofType t5 w.r.t. 0, ontraditing our hoie of ; u. So u is of Type t5 w.r.t. . But then uis of Type t4d w.r.t. 0, a ontradition to Theorem 8.1(ii).Case 2.2: x1 is of Type t2 w.r.t. .First suppose that xn is adjaent to b1. We now show that b1 annot have a neighbor inthe interior of P . Suppose not and let xi be the node of P with lowest index adjaent to b1.Then P 1[P 3[P ontains a 3PC(a1x1a3; b1). Hene b1 has no neighbors in the interior of P ,and so P 1 [P 3 [P indues a 0 = 3PC(a1x1a3; b1xnb3). Sine u is adjaent to a1; b1; b3 andit has no neighbors in P , it must be of Type t4s w.r.t. 0, a ontradition to Theorem 8.1(i).Now suppose that xn is adjaent to b2. Node b2 must have a neighbor in the interior ofP , sine otherwise P 2 [ P 3 [ P indues a 3PC(xnb2b3; a3). Let xi be the node of P withlowest index adjaent to b2. Then, by Claim 7, b1 has no neighbors in the interior of P , andhene P 1 [P 3 [Px1xi [ b2 indues a 0 = 3PC(a1x1a3; b1b2b3). Note that 0 6= C6. If u is ofType t6 w.r.t. , then it is of Type t5 w.r.t. 0, ontraditing our hoie of ; u. So u is ofType t5 w.r.t. , and hene it is of Type t3p w.r.t. 0 (u being a sibling of b1 w.r.t. 0). Let00 be obtained from 0 by substituting u for b1. Note that 00 6= C6. Sine a2 is adjaent toa1; a3; u and it is not adjaent to x1; b3, it must be of Type t4d w.r.t. 00, a ontradition toTheorem 8.1(ii).Case 2.3: x1 is of Type p4 w.r.t. .Then ( n fb1; b2g) [ P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; x1). 2Theorem 8.3 Let G be an even-signable graph that ontains a  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3)and a node u that is of Type t6a w.r.t. . Assume that for some i 2 f1; 2; 3g, there is noP i-rosspath w.r.t. , and if  = C6 then no node is of Type t4d w.r.t. . Then G has adouble star utset.Proof: Assume there is no P 3-rosspath w.r.t. , and if  = C6 then no node is of Type t4dw.r.t. . Suppose G has no double star utset. Then by Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, no node is of32
Type t4s or t6b w.r.t. a 0 = 3PC(;), and if 0 6= C6, then no node is of Type t4d or t5w.r.t. 0. In partiular, no node is of Type t4d w.r.t. , and hene by Theorem 8.2 no nodeis of Type t5 w.r.t. . Let S = (N(u) [N(a2)) n ( n fa1; a2; b3g) and let P = x1; : : : ; xn bea diret onnetion from P 1 [ P 2 to P 3 in G n S.Claim 1: No node of P is of Type t2, t2p, t3p or t6a w.r.t. .Proof of Claim 1: By defenition of S, no node of P is of Type t6a w.r.t. . If xi is of Typet2p or t3p w.r.t. , then let 0 be obtained from  by substituting xi for its sibling. If xi is ofType t2 w.r.t. , then by Theorem 7.7, xi is attahed to  by an attahment Q = y1; : : : ; ym.Let 0 be obtained from  by substituting xi and Q into . Sine u is not adjaent to xi, itis of Type t5 or t4s w.r.t. 0. By Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, u is of Type t5 w.r.t. 0, 0 = C6and there is a node v of Type t4d w.r.t. 0. Hene  = C6. Suppose xi is of Type t2 w.r.t.. Sine  = C6, by denition of attahment, m = 1 and y1 is of Type t2 w.r.t. . Butthen  [ fxi; y1g ontains a hole H of length 6 that ontains xi and y1, suh that (H;u) isa proper wheel that is not a beetle, a ontradition. So xi is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. .Sine xi is not adjaent to a2, xi annot be a sibling of b2, a1 or a3. If xi is a sibling of a2,then every node that is of Type t4d w.r.t. 0 is of Type t2p w.r.t.  being a sibling of b1or b3. If xi is a sibling of b1, then every node that is of Type t4d w.r.t. 0 is of Type t2pw.r.t.  being a sibling of a2 or a3. If xi is a sibling of b3, then every node that is of Typet4d w.r.t. 0 is of Type t2p w.r.t.  being a sibling of a1 or a2. Therefore 0 and v satisfyTheorem 8.1(iii), a ontradition. This ompletes the proof of Claim 1.Claim 2: n > 1, x1 is of Type t1, p1, p2, p3 or p4 w.r.t.  with neighbors ontained inP 1 [ P 2, or of Type t3 w.r.t.  adjaent to b1; b2 and b3, and xn is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3w.r.t.  with neighbors ontained in P 3.Proof of Claim 2: Sine there is no P 3-rosspath, if a node of P is of Type p4 w.r.t. , thenits neighbors are ontained in P 1 [ P 2. By denition of S, if a node is of Type t3 w.r.t. then it is adjaent to b1; b2; b3. Now the result follows from Claim 1. This ompletes theproof of Claim 2.Claim 3: No interior node of P has a neighbor in .Proof of Claim 3: By denition of S, the only nodes of  that an have a neighbor in theinterior of P are a1 and b3. First we show that not both a1 and b3 an have a neighbor inthe interior of P . Assume not and let xi and xj be nodes in the interior of P adjaent to a1and to b3 respetively so that the Pxixj subpath is shortest possible. Then Pxixj [ P 2 [ P 3indues a 3PC(a1a2a3; b3).Now assume that b3 has a neighbor in the interior of P . By Lemma 7.2, x1 is of Type p4with neighbors in P 1 [ P 2, or of Type t3 adjaent to b1; b2; b3. If x1 is of Type p4, thereis a 3PC(b1b2b3; x1) ontained in (P [ ) n fa1; a2; a3; xng. If x1 is of Type t3 adjaent tob1; b2; b3, then (P [) n b3 ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2x1) 6= C6 and u is of Type t5 w.r.t. it,a ontradition. So no interior node of P is adjaent to b3.Assume now that some interior node of P is adjaent to a1. Let xi be suh a node withhighest index. Then Pxixn ontradits Lemma 7.2. This ompletes the proof of Claim 3.33
If x1 is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. , by Lemma 7.2, P is a P 3-rosspath, a on-tradition. Suppose x1 is of Type t3 w.r.t. . Let 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2x1) ontained in( n b3) [ P . Note that 0 6= C6. Then u is of Type t5 w.r.t. 0, a ontradition. So x1 is ofType p4 w.r.t. . But then ( n fb1; b2; b3g) [ P ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; x1). 29 Type t2 and t2p NodesThe main result of this setion is the following.Theorem 9.1 Let G be an even-signable graph. If G ontains a 3PC(;) with a Type t2or t2p node, then G has a double star utset or a 2-join.9.1 Deomposable 3PC(;)Denition 9.2 A  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) 6= C6 in G is deomposable if there exists anode of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. , say adjaent to a2 and a3, but there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t.. A  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) = C6 in G is deomposable if there exists a node of Type t2w.r.t. , say adjaent to a2 and a3, but there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. . In both ases pathP 1 of  is alled the middle path.Denote by H the graph indued by a deomposable 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) together witha node a4 of Type t2 or t2p adjaent to a2; a3. Let H1 = P 1 [ a4 and H2 = P 2 [ P 3.Then H1jH2 is a 2-join of H with speial sets A1 = fa1; a4g, B1 = fb1g, A2 = fa2; a3g andB2 = fb2; b3g. In this setion, we show that the 2-join H1jH2 of H extends to a 2-join of G.First, we prove the following results.Lemma 9.3 If G ontains a 3PC(;) with a Type t2 node, then G has a double star utsetor G ontains a deomposable 3PC(;) with a Type t2 node.Proof: Assume G has no double star utset.Conneted diamonds D(a1a2a3a4; b1b2b3b4) onsist of two node disjoint sets fa1; : : : ; a4gand fb1; : : : ; b4g eah of whih indues a diamond suh that a1a4 and b1b4 are not edges,together with four paths P 1; : : : ; P 4 suh that for i = 1; : : : ; 4, P i is an aibi-path. PathsP 1; : : : ; P 4 are node disjoint and the only adjaenies between them are the edges of the twodiamonds.First suppose that G ontains onneted diamonds D(a1a2a3a4; b1b2b3b4). Let  =3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) (resp. 0 = 3PC(a4a2a3; b4b2b3)) indued by paths P 1; P 2 and P 3 (resp.P 4; P 2 and P 3) of D. Suppose that P = x1; : : : ; xn is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. . W.l.o.g. x1has a neighbor in P 1 and xn has a neighbor in P 2. Let u1 and v1 be the neighbors of x1in P 1. If no node of P 4 has a neighbor in P , then P 1 [ (P 2 n b2) [ b3 [ P 4 [ P ontains a3PC(x1u1v1; a2). So a node of P 4 has a neighbor in P . Let xi be suh a neighbor with highestindex. Let v be the neighbor of xi in P 4 that is losest to a4. By Lemmas 5.1 and 7.2 appliedto Pxixn and 0, Pxixn is a P 4-rosspath w.r.t. 0. Hene v 6= b4. If i 6= 1 then P 4a4v; Pxixnontradits Lemma 7.4 applied to . So i = 1. If x1 is not adjaent to a1, then P 4a4v; x1ontradits Lemma 7.4 applied to . So x1 is adjaent to a1, and hene P 1 [ P 3 [ P 4a4v [ x134
indues a 3PC(x1u1v1; a3). Therefore, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. , and hene  is adeomposable 3PC(;).Now we may assume that G does not ontain onneted diamonds.Let C be the set of all pairs ; u where  = 3PC(;) and u is of Type t2 w.r.t. .Let  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and a4 be a pair hosen from C so that  has the shortestmiddle path. W.l.o.g. a4 is adjaent to a2 and a3. Suppose  is not deomposable and letP = x1; : : : ; xn be a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. . W.l.o.g. x1 has a neighbor in P 1 and xn in P 2.Let u1 (resp. v1) be the neighbor of x1 in P 1 that is losest to a1 (resp. b1). Let u2 be theneighbor of xn on P 2 that is losest to a2.First suppose that u1 6= a1. Let 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; u1x1v1) ontained in ( [ P ) n b2.By Lemma 5.1, a4 is of Type t2 w.r.t. 0. Sine 0 has a shorter middle path than , thisontradits our hoie of . Therefore, u1 = a1.By Theorem 7.7, let Q = y1; : : : ; ym be an attahment of a4 to . Let 0 be obtained bysubstituting a4 and Q into . Suppose a4 has a neighbor in P and let xi be its neighbor in Pwith highest index. If i = 1 then P 1[P 3[fa4; x1g indues a 3PC(x1u1v1; a3), and otherwisea4; Pxixn ontradits Lemma 7.4 applied to . So a4 does not have a neighbor in P . Next weshow that no node of Q n ym is adjaent to or oinident with a node of P . Suppose not andlet yi be the node of Q with lowest index adjaent to a node of P , and let xj be the nodeof P with highest index adjaent to yi. If j = 1, then P 1 [ P 3 [ Qy1yi [ fa4; x1g indues a3PC(x1u1v1; a3). If j > 1, then a4; Qy1yi ; Pxjxn violates Lemma 7.4 applied to . So no nodeof Q n ym is adjaent to or oinident with a node of P .Assume ym is of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. . We show that ym does not have a neighborin P . Suppose not and let xi be the neighbor of ym in P with highest index. Then Pxixnontradits Lemma 7.2 applied to 0 unless i = 1 and ym is of Type p1 adjaent to a01. Butthen there is a 3PC(a2a3a4; x1a01ym) and a1 is a strongly adjaent node of Type t4s relativeto it, a ontradition to Theorem 8.1. Therefore ym does not have a neighbor in P . Let v bethe neighbor of ym in P 1 na1 that is losest to a01. Let H be the hole P [P 1a01v[P 2a2u2 [Q[a4.Then (H; a1) is an odd wheel.Therefore, ym is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. . We show that ym does not have aneighbor in P . Assume not and let xi be the neighbor of ym in P with largest index. Ifi = n and xn is adjaent to b2, then P 2 [P 3 [ fxn; ymg indues an odd wheel with enter b2.Otherwise, P 2 [Pxixn [Q[ a4 indues a 3PC(; ym). So ym does not have a neighbor in P .If ym is of Type t2, then  [Q indues onneted diamonds, ontraditing our assumption.So ym is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t.  and hene it has a neighbor in P 1 n b1. Let v be theneighbor of ym in P 1 that is losest to a1. Note that v 6= a1, by denition of attahment.Then P 1a1v [ P 2a2u2 [ P [Q [ a4 indues an odd wheel with enter a1. 29.2 Double Star CutsetsLemma 9.4 Let G be an even-signable graph that does not ontain a 3PC(;) with a Typet2 node. Suppose that G ontains a  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) where P2 has length one andsuppose that there exists a sibling u of a2 w.r.t. , i.e. node u is of Type t2p or t3p adjaentto a1; a3; b2 (and possibly a2). Then G has a double star utset.35
Proof: Assume G has no double star utset. Let S = (N(a2) [ N(b2)) n fu; b1; b3g and letP = x1; : : : ; xn be a diret onnetion from u to  n S in G n S. By our assumption, nonode is of Type t2 w.r.t. a 3PC(;). By Theorem 8.1, no node is of Type t4s w.r.t. .By denition of S, no node of P is of Type t3, t2p, t3p, t4d, t5 or t6 w.r.t. . Let 0 beobtained by substituting u into .Assume w.l.o.g. that xn has a neighbor in P 3 n a3. Then xn is of Type t1, p1, p2, p3 orp4 w.r.t. . Suppose xn is of Type p4 w.r.t. . Then ( [ P [ u) n fa1; a2; a3g ontainsa 3PC(b1b2b3; xn). So xn is not of Type p4 w.r.t. , and hene N(xn) \   P 3. If xn isadjaent to u, then xn ontradits Lemma 5.1 applied to 0. So xn is not adjaent to u andN(x1) \   fa1; a3g. Sine no node an be of Type t2 w.r.t.  or 0, N(x1) \  = ;.Suppose a1 has a neighbor in P and let xi be suh a neighbor with highest index. Sinexi is an interior node of P , N(xi) \  fa1; a3g. Sine xi annot be of Type t2 w.r.t. , a1is the unique neighbor of xi in . But then Pxixn , or a subpath of it (if a3 has a neighbor inPxi+1xn 1), ontradits Lemma 7.2 applied to . So a1 does not have a neighbor in P .Let v be the neighbor of xn in P 3 that is losest to b3. Then P [ P 3vb3 [ P 1 [ fu; b2gindues an odd wheel with enter b2. 2Denition 9.5 A double line wheel (H;x; y) onsists of a hole H and two nonadjaent nodesx and y suh that both (H;x) and (H; y) are line wheels and N(x) \H = N(y) \H.Lemma 9.6 If an even-signable graph G ontains a double line wheel (H;x; y) suh thatH 6= C6, then G has a double star utset.Proof: Assume G ontains a double line wheel (H;x; y) suh that H 6= C6, but G has nodouble star utset. Let x1; x2; x3; x4 be the neighbors of x in H enountered in this orderwhen H is traversed lokwise, and suh that x1x2 and x3x4 are edges. Let S1 (resp. S2) bethe setor of (H;x) with endnodes x1 and x4 (resp. x2 and x3). Let x01 be the neighbor of x1 inS1, and w.l.o.g. assume that S1 is of length greater than two. Let S = (N(x)[N(x1))nfx01; ygand let P = y1; : : : ; yn be a diret onnetion from y to H n S in G n S.Claim 1: If x2 has a neighbor in P n yn, then x3 and x4 do not.Proof of Claim 1: Suppose that both x2 and x4 have a neighbor in P n yn. Let P 0 be asubpath of P n yn suh that one endnode of P 0 is adjaent to x2, the other to x4 and noproper subpath of P 0 has this property. Then P 0 [ S1 [ fx; x2g indues an odd wheel withenter x.Now suppose that both x2 and x3 have a neighbor in P n yn. Let P 0 be a subpath ofP n yn suh that one endnode of P 0 is adjaent to x2, the other to x3 and no proper subpathof of P 0 has this property, and furthermore out of all suh subpaths, P 0 ontains a smallestindexed node of P . If P 0 ontains y1, then P 0 [ S1 [ fx2; x3; yg indues a proper wheel withenter y that is not a beetle, ontraditing Theorem 3.2. So P 0 does not ontain y1, andhene S1 [ P 0 [ fx2; x3; yg together with the subpath of P that onnets y to P 0, indues anL-parahute, ontraditing Theorem 4.1. This ompletes the proof of Claim 1.Case 1: yn has a neighbor in both S1 and S2.Case 1.1: n = 1 and y1 is adjaent to x2. 36
If y1 is not adjaent to x4 then (S1 n x1)[ fx; y; y1; x2g ontains a 3PC(yy1x2; x4). So y1is adjaent to x4. Node y1 must have a neighbor in S1 n x4, else S1 [ fx; y1; x2g indues anodd wheel with enter x. Let u1 be the neighbor of y1 in S1 that is losest to x1. If u1x4 isnot an edge, then S1u1x1 [ fx; x4; x2; y1g indues a 3PC(x1x2x; y1). So u1x4 is an edge. Let0 = 3PC(x4u1y1; xx1x2) indued by S1 [ fx; x2; y1g. Then y is of Type t4d w.r.t. 0. ByTheorem 8.1, 0 = C6. But then S1 is of length two, ontraditing our assumption.Case 1.2: n 6= 1 or y1 is not adjaent to x2.Note that x4 annot be the unique neighbor of yn in S1, sine otherwise yn must have aneighbor in S2 nx3 and hene (H nx3)[P [x ontains an odd wheel with enter x. Supposex2 has no neighbor in P n yn. If yn has a neighbor in S2 n x3, then (H n fx3; x4g) [ P [ yontains a 3PC(x1x2y; yn). Otherwise, x3 is the unique neighbor of yn in S2 and hene(H n x4) [ fx; yng ontains a 3PC(x1x2x; x3). So x2 has a neighbor in P n yn, and hene byClaim 1, x3 and x4 do not. In partiular, n > 1.Node x2 annot be the unique neighbor of yn in S2, sine otherwise (H n x1) [ fy; yngontains an odd wheel with enter y. If yn is not adjaent to both x3 and x4, then (H [P [ y) n x1 ontains a 3PC(x3x4y; yn). So yn is adjaent to both x3 and x4. If x2 does nothave a neighbor in P n y1, then x2 is adjaent to y1 and hene P [ fy; x; x2; x3g indues anodd wheel with enter y. So x2 has a neighbor in P n y1. Sine yn has a neighbor in S1 n x4,(S1 n x4) [ (P n y1) [ fy; x2; x3g ontains a 3PC(x1x2y; yn).Case 2: N(yn) \H  S1Suppose x2 has a neighbor in P n yn. Then, by Claim 1, x3 and x4 do not. But then(H n x1) [ P [ x ontains an odd wheel with enter x. So x2 does not have a neighbor inP n yn.If x3 has a neighbor in P n yn, then (H n x4) [ P [ x ontains an odd wheel with enterx. So x3 does not have a neighbor in P n yn.If yn has a unique neighbor in S1, then H [ P [ y indues an L-parahute, ontraditingTheorem 4.1. Suppose yn has two nonadjaent neighbors in S1. Let u4 (resp. u1) be theneighbor of yn in S1 that is losest to x4 (resp. x1). Then S1x4u4 [ S1u1x1 [ S2 [ P [ yindues either a proper wheel that is not a beetle (if n = 1) or an L-parahute (otherwise),ontraditing Theorem 3.2 or 4.1. So yn has exatly two neighbors in S1, and they areadjaent. If u4 = x4, then H [ P [ y indues an L-parahute, ontraditing Theorem 4.1.If x4 has no neighbor in P n yn, then S1 [ P [ y indues a 3PC(; y). Otherwise, H [ Pontains a 3PC(; x4).Case 3: N(yn) \H  S2Suppose x4 has a neighbor in P n yn. Then by Claim 1, x2 does not, and hene (H nx3)[P [ x ontains an odd wheel with enter x. So x4 does not have a neighbor in P n yn. ByClaim 1, at most one of x2; x3 has a neighbor in P n yn, and so by an analogous argument asin Case 2, there is either a proper wheel that is not a beetle or an L-parahute, ontraditingTheorem 3.2 or 4.1. 2Lemma 9.7 If G ontains a 3PC(;) 6= C6 with a Type t2p node, then either G ontainsa deomposable 3PC(;) or G has a double star utset.37
Proof: By Lemma 9.3 we may assume that G does not ontain a 3PC(;) with a Typet2 node. Assume G has no double star utset. Let C be the set of all pairs ; u where = 3PC(;) 6= C6 and u is of Type t2p w.r.t. , and assume that C 6= ;. Let  =3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3); a4 be a pair hosen from C so that  has the shortest middle path.W.l.o.g. a4 is adjaent to a2 and a3. Suppose  is not deomposable and let P = x1; : : : ; xnbe a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. . W.l.o.g. x1 has a neighbor in P 1 and xn in P 2. Let u1 (resp.v1) be the neighbor of x1 in P 1 that is losest to a1 (resp. b1).First suppose that u1 6= a1. Let 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; u1x1v1) ontained in ( [ P ) n b2.Note that 0 6= C6. By Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, a4 annot be of Type t4 or t5 w.r.t. 0. Byour assumption a4 annot be of Type t2 w.r.t. 0. So by Lemma 5.1, a4 is of Type t2p w.r.t.0. Sine 0 has a shorter middle path than , this ontradits our hoie of . Therefore,u1 = a1.Suppose a4 has no neighbor in P . LetH be the hole ontained in P[(P 1na1)[(P 2nb2)[a4.Then (H; a1) is an odd wheel. So a4 has a neighbor in P . Let H be the hole ontained in( [ P ) n fa1; b2g. By Theorem 3.2, (H; a4) annot be a proper wheel. Sine a4 is adjaentto a2; a3 and a node of P 1 n a1, and it is not adjaent to b3, (H; a4) must be a line wheel.In partiular, a4 is adjaent to a01 and x1. So (H; a1; a4) is a double line wheel. By Lemma9.6, H = C6. In partiular, x1 is adjaent to b1, i.e. P 1 is an edge. But then Lemma 9.4 isontradited. 2Lemma 9.8 If  = C6 has a node of Type t4d and a node of Type t2, then G has a doublestar utset.Proof: Let a4 be of Type t2 w.r.t. , adjaent to a2 and a3, let u be of Type t4d w.r.t. ,and assume that G has no double star utset. By Theorem 7.7, let Q = x1; : : : ; xn be anattahment of a4 to . Let 0 be the 3PC(;) obtained by substituting a4 and Q into .By Lemma 7.4, xn is of Type t1, p1, p3, t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. . Sine  = C6 and xn annotbe adjaent to a1, node xn annot be of Type p1, p3, t2p or t3p w.r.t. . Suppose that xnis of Type t1 w.r.t. . Then 0 6= C6. By Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, u annot be of Type t4d ort5 w.r.t. 0. So by Lemma 5.1, u is of Type t2p w.r.t. 0, being a sibling of b2 or b3. Let 00be obtained by substituting u into 0. Note that 00 6= C6. But then a1 is of Type t4d w.r.t.00, ontraditing Theorem 8.1. Hene xn is of Type t2 w.r.t. . Note that xn is adjaent tob2 and b3. By symmetry it is enough to onsider the following two ases.Case 1: N(u) \  = fa2; a3; b1; b2gBy Lemma 5.1, u is of Type t4d, t5 or t3p w.r.t. 0. Suppose that u is of Type t3pw.r.t. 0. Then N(u) \ 0 = fa2; a3; a4; b2g and hene Q [ fa1; a2; a4; b1; b3; ug indues anodd wheel with enter u. Hene u is of Type t4d or t5 w.r.t. 0. By Theorems 8.1 and8.2, 0 = C6. Denote x1 by b4. Suppose there exists a node v not adjaent to u, suhthat N(v)\ = fa1; a2; b1; b3g. Then fa1; a2; a4; b1; b3; b4; vg must indue an universal wheelwith enter v, and hene v is adjaent to a4 and b4. If u is of Type t4d w.r.t. 0, thenfa2; a3; a4; b1; u; vg indues an odd wheel with enter a2. If u is of Type t5 w.r.t. 0, thenfa4; b2; b3; b4; u; vg indues an odd wheel with enter b4. Therefore, suh a node v annotexist, and hene  and u satisfy (iii) of Theorem 8.1, a ontradition.Case 2: N(u) \  = fa1; a2; b1; b3g 38
By Lemma 5.1, u is of Type t2p or t4d w.r.t. 0. Suppose u is of Type t2p w.r.t. 0. Thena4 or xn is the unique neighbor of u in Q [ fa4g, and hene Q [ fa1; a2; a4; b1; b3; ug induesa proper wheel with enter u that is not a beetle, a ontradition. So u is of Type t4d w.r.t.0. By Theorem 8.1, 0 = C6. Denote x1 by b4. Suppose there exists a node v not adjaentto u, suh that N(v) \  = fa1; a3; b2; b3g. If v is adjaent to a4, then fb1; b2; b3; a4; u; vgindues an odd wheel with enter b3. So v is not adjaent to a4. By Lemma 5.1 applied to0, v is adjaent to b4. But then fa1; a2; a4; b1; b3; b4; vg indues an odd wheel with enterv. Therefore, suh a node v annot exist, and hene 0 and u satisfy (iii) of Theorem 8.1, aontradition. 29.3 Bloking Sequenes for 2-JoinsIn this setion, we onsider an indued subgraph H of G whih ontains a 2-join H1jH2. Wesay that a 2-join H1jH2 extends to G if there exists a 2-join of G, H 01jH 02 with H1  H 01 andH2  H 02. We haraterize the situation in whih the 2-join of H does not extend to a 2-joinof G.Denition 9.9 A bloking sequene for a 2-join H1jH2 of a subgraph H of G is a sequeneof distint nodes x1; : : : ; xn in G nH with the following properties:1. i) H1jH2 [ x1 is not a 2-join of H [ x1,ii) H1 [ xnjH2 is not a 2-join of H [ xn, andiii) if n > 1 then, for i = 1; : : : ; n 1, H1[xijH2[xi+1 is not a 2-join of H[fxi; xi+1g.2. x1; : : : ; xn is minimal with respet to Property 1, in the sense that no sequene xj1 ; : : : ; xjkwith fxj1 ; : : : ; xjkg  fx1; : : : ; xng, satises Property 1.Bloking sequenes with respet to a 1-join were introdued and studied by Geelen in[10℄. Bloking sequenes with respet to a 2-join were introdued in [6℄, where the followingresults are obtained.Let H be an indued subgraph of G with 2-join H1jH2 and speial sets A1; B1; A2; B2.In the following remarks and lemmas, we let S = x1; : : : ; xn be a bloking sequene forthe 2-join H1jH2 of a subgraph H of G.Remark 9.10 H1jH2 [ u is a 2-join in H [ u if and only if N(u) \ H1 = ;; A1 or B1.Similarly H1 [ ujH2 is a 2-join in H [ u if and only if N(u) \H2 = ;; A2 or B2.Lemma 9.11 If n > 1 then, for every node xj, j 2 f1; : : : ; n   1g, N(xj) \H2 = ;; A2 orB2, and for every node xj, j 2 f2; : : : ; ng, N(xj) \H1 = ;; A1 or B1.Lemma 9.12 If n > 1 and xixi+1 is not an edge, where i 2 f1; : : : ; n   1g, then eitherN(xi) \H2 = A2 and N(xi+1) \H1 = A1, or N(xi) \H2 = B2 and N(xi+1) \H1 = B1.Theorem 9.13 Let H be an indued subgraph of graph G that ontains a 2-join H1jH2. The2-join H1jH2 of H extends to a 2-join of G if and only if there exists no bloking sequenefor H1jH2 in G. 39
Lemma 9.14 For 1 < i < n, H1 [fx1; : : : ; xi 1gjH2 [fxi+1; : : : ; xng is a 2-join in H [ (S nfxig).Lemma 9.15 If xixk, n  k > i + 1  2, is an edge then either N(xi) \ H2 = A2 andN(xk) \H1 = A1, or N(xi) \H2 = B2 and N(xk) \H1 = B1.Lemma 9.16 If xj is the node of lowest index adjaent to a node in H2, then x1; : : : ; xj isa hordless path. Similarly, if xj is the node of highest index adjaent to a node in H1, thenxj; : : : ; xn is a hordless path.Theorem 9.17 Let G be a graph and H an indued subgraph of G with 2-join H1jH2 andspeial sets A1; B1; A2; B2. Let H 0 be an indued subgraph of G with 2-join H 01jH2 and speialsets A01; B01; A2; B2 suh that A01 \ A1 6= ; and B01 \ B1 6= ;. If S is a bloking sequene forH1jH2 and H 01 \ S 6= ;, then a proper subset of S is a bloking sequene for H 01jH2.9.4 2-Join DeompositionsThroughout this setion we assume that G is an even-signable graph that does not ontaina double star utset. By Theorem 3.3 G does not ontain a Mikey Mouse. By Theorems3.2 and 4.1, G does not ontain a proper wheel that is not a beetle or an L-parahute. ByTheorems 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3, no node is of Type t4s w.r.t. a  = 3PC(;), if  6= C6 thenno node is of Type t4d or t5 w.r.t. , and if a node u is of Type t6 w.r.t.  then either = C6 or none of the paths of  is an edge and u has no neighbors in the interior of any ofthe paths of .Lemma 9.18 Let  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and let y be a Type t2 or t2p node w.r.t. ,adjaent to say b2 and b3. Then(i) there annot exist a node x that is of Type t1 w.r.t.  adjaent to b3 and y;(ii) every node x of Type t2 w.r.t.  adjaent to b1; b2 is adjaent to y, and every sibling xof b3 w.r.t.  is adjaent to y.Proof: We rst prove (i). If y is of Type t2p w.r.t. , let y be obtained by substitutingy into . Otherwise, by Theorem 7.7 let P y = y1; : : : ; ym be an attahment of y to , andlet y be obtained by substituting y and P y into . Assume there is a node x of Type t1w.r.t. , adjaent to b3 and to y. By Lemma 5.1 applied to y, x is of Type t2 w.r.t. y.By Theorem 7.7, let P x = x1; : : : ; xn be an attahment of x to y.First we show that no node of P 1 is adjaent to or oinident with a node of P x n xn.Assume not and let xi be the node of P x n xn with lowest index that is adjaent to a node ofP 1. Then x; P xx1xi ontradits Lemma 7.2 applied to . Therefore, no node of P 1 is adjaentto or oinident with a node of P x n xn.Suppose that xn is of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. y. Then its neighbors in y are ontainedin P 2. By Lemma 7.3 applied to x; P x and , xn is of Type t2 w.r.t. , adjaent to a1and a2, y is of Type t2 w.r.t.  and ym is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. . But thenP 1 [ P x [ fx; y; b2; b3g indues an odd wheel with enter b3.40
So xn is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. y. So xn is adjaent to a3, and if it is of Type t2por t3p w.r.t. y then it has a neighbor in P 2 n a2. If xn is adjaent to a1, then by Lemma5.1 xn is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. , and hene x; P x ontradits Lemma 7.3 applied to. So xn is not adjaent to a1. Hene y is of Type t2 w.r.t. . By Lemma 5.1, xn is of Typet1 w.r.t. . But then P 1 [ P x [ fx; y; b2; b3; a3g indues an odd wheel with enter b3.Now we prove (ii). If x is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. , let 0 be obtained by substitutingx for its sibling b3. If x is of Type t2 w.r.t. , then by Theorem 7.7, there is an attahmentQ = x1; : : : ; xn of x to . In this ase, let 0 be obtained by substituting x and its attahmentQ into . Note that P 1 [ P 2  0. Suppose that y is not adjaent to x. Then by Lemma5.1 applied to 0, y is of Type t1 w.r.t. 0 and hene of Type t2 w.r.t. . By Theorem 7.7there is an attahment P y = y1; : : : ; ym of y to . Let y be obtained by substituting y andP y into . Suppose x is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. . If a1 is ontained in y, then x andy violate Lemma 5.1. So a1 is not ontained in y. In partiular, ym is of Type t2, t2p ort3p w.r.t. . By defenition of attahment, ym is not adjaent to b1. But then y; P y and 0ontradit Lemma 7.3.So x is of Type t2 w.r.t. . Let R be a shortest path from x to y in P y[0n(P 2[fb1; b3g).Then R [ b2 indues a hole H 0. If b1 has a neighbor in R n x, then b1 is adjaent to a1 anda1 is in R, and hene (H 0; b1) is an odd wheel. So b1 has no neighbor in R n x. Similarly b3has no neighbor in R n y. But then (Rb3b1; b2) is an odd wheel. 2Lemma 9.19 Let  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) and let d be of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t.  adjaentto a2 and a3, or to b2 and b3. Assume that if d is of Type t2p w.r.t.  then  6= C6. Supposeu is of Type t2 w.r.t.  adjaent to a1 or b1, or of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t.  being a siblingof a2; b2; a3 or b3, or of Type t1 w.r.t.  adjaent to a2; b2; a3 or b3. If u is of Type t2p ort3p w.r.t.  let 0 be obtained by substituting u into . If u is of Type t1 or t2 w.r.t. , letQ = y1; : : : ; ym be its attahment to  (whih exists by Theorem 7.7) and let 0 be obtainedby substituting u and Q into . Then the following hold.(i) If there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. , then there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. 0.(ii) Node d is of the same type w.r.t. 0 as it is w.r.t. .Proof: First we prove (i). W.l.o.g. we may assume that if u is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. then it is adjaent to a1 and a2, and if u is of Type t1 w.r.t.  then it is adjaent to a3.Suppose there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. , but that P = x1; : : : ; xn is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t.0. Note that P 1[P 2  0. Let P 3u be the path of 0 n (P 1[P 2). W.l.o.g. x1 has a neighborin P 1. If a node of P 3 has a neighbor in P n xn, then by Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 7.2, asubpath of P is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. , a ontradition. So no node of P 3 is adjaent to oroinident with a node of P n xn. Suppose that xn has a neighbor in P 2. Then by Lemma5.1, xn is of Type p2 or p4 w.r.t. . Sine P annot be a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. , n > 1, xnis of Type p4 w.r.t. , and N(xn) \  P 2 [ P 3. But then ( n fa1; a2; a3g) [ P ontains a3PC(b1b2b3; xn). So xn does not have a neighbor in P 2, and hene it has a neighbor in P 3u .If xn has a neighbor in P 3, then by Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 7.2, P is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t.. So xn does not have a neighbor in P 3, and hene the neighbors of xn in P 3u are ontainedin P 3u n P 3. Sine xn is of Type p2 or p4 w.r.t. 0, xn has a neighbor in Q. In partiular, uis of Type t2 or t1 w.r.t. . Let yi be suh a neighbor with highest index.41
Suppose u is of Type t2 w.r.t. . If ym is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. , then byLemma 7.2, P [ Qyiym is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. . So ym is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t., adjaent to b1; b2 and no node of (P 1 [ P 2) n fb1; b2g. If ym is of Type t2 w.r.t. , thenP [ Qyiym ontradits Lemma 7.4 applied to . So ym is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. . Let00 be obtained by substituting ym into . But then P [Qyiym 1 ontradits Lemma 7.2 orLemma 5.1 applied to 00.Now suppose that u is of Type t1 w.r.t. . If a03 has a neighbor in Qyiym 1 then Qyiyj [P(where yj is its neighbor in Qyiym 1 with lowest index) ontradits Lemma 7.2 applied to .So a03 does not have a neighbor in Qyiym 1 . If ym is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t. , then byLemma 7.2 applied to , the path P [Qyiym is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. . If ym is of Type t2w.r.t. , then P [Qyiym ontradits Lemma 7.4 applied to . Suppose ym is of Type t2p ort3p w.r.t. . Let 00 be obtained by substituting ym into . Then P [Qyiym 1 ontraditsLemma 7.3 applied to 00. So ym is of Type t3 w.r.t. . Hene a03 = b3 and a03 has a neighborin Q n ym. But then the shortest path from x1 to b3 in P [ (Q n ym)[ b3 ontradits Lemma7.2 applied to . Therefore, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. 0.Now we prove (ii). First suppose that u is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. . W.l.o.g. wemay assume that u is adjaent to a1 and a2. Suppose d is adjaent to a2 and a3. Then byLemma 9.18(ii), d is adjaent to u. If d is of Type t2 w.r.t. , then by Lemma 5.1, d is ofType t2 w.r.t. 0. So we may assume that d is of Type t2p w.r.t.  and that d is not ofType t2p w.r.t. 0. Then by Lemma 5.1, d must be of Type t4d w.r.t. 0. In partiular, uis of Type t2 w.r.t. , d is adjaent to ym and ym is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. . Let 00be obtained by substituting d into . By defenition of attahment ym is not adjaent to a3,and hene ym and 00 violate Lemma 5.1.Now assume that d is adjaent to b2 and b3. Suppose u is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. , or uis of Type t2 w.r.t.  and ym is of Type t1, p1 or p3 w.r.t. . By Lemma 5.1, if d is of Typet2 w.r.t. , then d is of Type t2 w.r.t. 0. Suppose that d is of Type t2p w.r.t.  and thatit is not of Type t2p w.r.t. 0. Then by Lemma 5.1, d is of Type t4d w.r.t. 0. By Theorem8.1, 0 = C6. In partiular, P 1 and P 2 are edges. Let 00 be obtained by substituting d into. Then u is of Type t4d or t5 w.r.t. 00, and hene by Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, 00 = C6. SoP 3 is an edge, and hene  = C6, a ontradition. So now we may assume that u is of Typet2 w.r.t.  and ym is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. . By Lemma 9.18(ii), d is adjaent toym. By Lemma 5.1, if d is of Type t2 w.r.t. , then d is of Type t2 w.r.t. 0. Suppose d isof Type t2p w.r.t. . Let 00 be obtained by substituting d into . By Lemma 5.1 appliedto u and 00, u is not adjaent to d. So by Lemma 5.1 applied to d and 0, d is of Type t2pw.r.t. 0.Now suppose that u is of Type t1 w.r.t. , w.l.o.g. adjaent to a3. Then 0 6= C6.Assume d is adjaent to a2 and a3. If d is of Type t2 w.r.t. , then by Lemma 5.1, d is ofType t2 w.r.t. 0. So we may assume that d is of Type t2p w.r.t. . By Theorem 8.1, dannot be of Type t4d w.r.t. 0, and hene by Lemma 5.1, d is of Type t2p w.r.t. 0. Nowassume that d is adjaent to b2 and b3. If ym is of Type t1, p1, p2 or p3, then by Lemma5.1, d is of the same type w.r.t. 0 as it is w.r.t. . If ym is of Type t2, t2p or t3p, then byLemma 9.18(ii) ym is adjaent to d and therefore by Lemma 5.1, d is of the same type w.r.t.0 as it is w.r.t. . So we may assume that ym is of Type t3 w.r.t. . If ym is adjaent tod, then by Lemma 5.1, d is of the same type w.r.t. 0 as it is w.r.t. . Assume ym is notadajaent to d. By Lemma 5.1 applied to 0, d is of Type t1 w.r.t. 0 and hene of Type42
t2 w.r.t. . By Theorem 7.7, let P = x1; : : : ; xn be an attahment of d to . Let d beobtained by substituting d and P into . Let H be the hole indued by Q [ P 1 [ fu; a3g.Then (H; b3) must be a beetle. In partiular, ym 1 and ym are the only neighbors of b3 in Q.Suppose that a node of P n xn has a neighbor in (Q n fym 1; ymg) [ u. Then there is a pathfrom u to d that ontradits Lemma 7.4 applied to . So no node of P n xn has a neighborin (Q n fym 1; ymg)[ u. By Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, xn annot be of Type t4d or t5 w.r.t. 0,and hene xn is not adjaent to a node of Q[ u. By Lemma 5.1 applied to d, ym 1 annothave a neighbor in P . Suppose that ym has a neighbor in P . Then P [Q [ ( n (P 2 [ b1))ontains a 3PC(ym 1ymb3; a3). So ym does not have a neighbor in P . Let R be a shortestpath from d to ym in ([P [Q[fu; dg)n (P 2 [fb1; b3g). Then R[fb2; b3g indues a properwheel with enter b3 that is not a beetle, a ontradition. 2Lemma 9.20 Let G be an even-signable graph that does not have a double star utset. If Gontains a 3PC(;) with a Type t2 node or a 3PC(;) 6= C6 with a Type t2p node, thenG has a 2-join.Proof: By Theorems 3.2 and 4.1, G ontains neither a proper wheel that is not a beetle noran L-parahute. By Theorems 8.1 and 8.2, there is no node of Type t4s or t6b w.r.t. a3PC(;).If G ontains a 3PC(;) with a Type t2 node, then by Lemma 9.3, G ontains adeomposable 3PC(;). If G ontains a 3PC(;) 6= C6 with a Type t2p node, then byLemma 9.7, G ontains a deomposable 3PC(;). So we may assume that G ontains adeomposable  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) together with a node d of Type t2 or t2p adjaentto a2, a3 or to b2, b3. By Theorem 8.1 and Lemma 9.8, no node is of Type t4d w.r.t. .By Theorem 8.2, no node is of Type t5 w.r.t. . Sine  has no P 1-rosspath, no nodeis of Type t6a w.r.t.  by Theorem 8.3. Suppose that the 2-join H1jH2 of H = ; d doesnot extend to a 2-join of G. By Theorem 9.13, there is a bloking sequene S = x1; : : : ; xn.W.l.o.g. assume that H and S are hosen as follows. Let H be the set of all deomposable; d. If H ontains a ; d where d is of Type t2 w.r.t. , then remove from H all 0; d0 whered0 is of Type t2p w.r.t. 0. Choose an H = ; d from H so that the size of the orrespondingbloking sequene S is minimized.Claim 1: If xi is of Type p4 w.r.t. , then N(xi) \H  P 2 [ P 3. If xi is of Type p1 or p2w.r.t.  and N(xi) \   P 2 [ P 3, then N(xi) \H  P 2 [ P 3.Proof of Claim 1: W.l.o.g. assume that d is adjaent to a2, a3. Suppose xi is of Type p4w.r.t. . Sine there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. , N(xi) \   P 2 [ P 3. Suppose xi isadjaent to d. If d is of Type t2 w.r.t. , then d; xi ontradits Lemma 7.4. So d is of Typet2p w.r.t. , and hene ( n fa1; a2; a3g) [ fd; xig ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; xi). So xi is notadjaent to d.Now suppose that xi is of Type p1 or p2 w.r.t. , with neighbors in  w.l.o.g. ontainedin P 3. It is enough to show that xi is not adjaent to d. Suppose xi is adjaent to d. If dis of Type t2 w.r.t. , then d; xi ontradits Lemma 7.4. If d is of Type t2p w.r.t. , then( n fa1; a3g) [ fd; xig ontains a 3PC(b1b2b3; d). This ompletes the proof of Claim 1.Claim 2: No node of S is of Type t2 w.r.t. , or of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t.  being a siblingof a2; a3; b2 or b3, or of Type t1 w.r.t.  adjaent to a2; a3; b2 or b3.43
Proof of Claim 2: If xi is of Type t2 w.r.t.  adjaent to a2 and a3, or to b2 and b3, then ; xiis deomposable and by Theorem 9.17 applied to H = ; d and H 0 = ; xi, the minimality ofS is ontradited. So by symmetry it is enough to onsider the ase when xi is adjaent toa1; a2 and it is of Type t2, t2p or t3p w.r.t. , or xi is adjaent to a3 and it is of Type t1 w.r.t.. If xi is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. , let 0 be obtained by substituting xi into . If xi is ofType t1 or t2 w.r.t. , then by Theorem 7.7, there is an attahment Q = y1; : : : ; ym of xi to. In this ase let 0 be obtained by substituting xi and Q into . Note that P 1 [ P 2  0.By Lemma 9.19, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. 0, and node d is of the same type w.r.t.0 as it is w.r.t. . If 0; d is deomposable then by Theorem 9.17, the minimality of S isontradited. So 0; d is not deomposable. In partiular, 0 = C6 and d is of Type t2p w.r.t. and 0. By the hoie of ; d and by Lemma 9.3, G has no 3PC(;) with a Type t2node. But then 0 and d ontradit Lemma 9.4. This ompletes the proof of Claim 2.Claim 3: No node of S is of Type p3 w.r.t.  with neighbors in P 2 [ P 3.Proof of Claim 3: Suppose xi is of Type p3 w.r.t.  and w.l.o.g. assume that its neighborsin  are ontained in P 2. Let 0 be obtained by substituting xi into . Note that 0 6= C6.By Lemma 5.1, d is of the same type w.r.t. 0 as it is w.r.t. .Let P 0 be the a2b2-path of 0. Suppose P = y1; : : : ; ym is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. 0.W.l.o.g. y1 has a neighbor in P 1. If a node of P n ym has a neighbor in P 2, then byLemma 7.2, a subpath of P n ym is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. , a ontradition. So no node ofP n ym has a neighbor in P 2. But then by Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 7.2, P is a P 1-rosspathw.r.t. , a ontradition. Therefore, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. 0.But then by Theorem 9.17 applied to H = ; d and H 0 = 0; d, our hoie of H = ; d isontradited. This ompletes the proof of Claim 3.By Claim 2, no node of S is of Type t2 w.r.t. , or of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t.  beinga sibling of a2; a3; b2 or b3, or of Type t1 w.r.t.  adjaent to a2; a3; b2 or b3. By Claims 1and 3, n > 1. Sine H1jH2 [ x1 is not a 2-join of H [ x1, x1 has a neighbor in P 1 [ d andeither (i) N(x1) \ H  P 1 [ d, or (ii) x1 is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t.  being a sibling ofa1 or b1, or (iii) x1 is of Type t3 w.r.t.  adjaent to, say, a1; a2 and a3, x1 is not adjaentto d, and d is adjaent to a2, a3. Note that the ase where x1 is of Type t3 adjaent toa1, a2, a3 and d where d is adjaent to b2, b3 annot our sine, in this ase, there is a3PC(x1a1a3; b3). Sine H1 [ xnjH2 is not a 2-join of H [ xn, xn has a neighbor in P 2 [ P 3,and it is of Type p1, p2 or p4 w.r.t. . By Lemma 9.11, for i 2 f2; : : : ; n  1g, xi either hasno neighbor in H or N(xi)\ = fa1g or fb1g or fa1; a2; a3g or fb1; b2; b3g and, furthermore,if say N(xi) \ = fa1g or fa1; a2; a3g then xi is adjaent to d if d is adjaent to a2, a3, andxi is not adjaent to d if d is adjaent to b2, b3. Let xj be the node of S with highest indexadjaent to a node of H1. By Lemma 9.16, xj ; : : : ; xn is a hordless path. Note that j < nand that nodes xj+1; : : : ; xn 1 have no neighbors in H.Claim 4: Let  be a 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) with no P 1-rosspath. Suppose that xj is of Type t3w.r.t. , say adjaent to b1; b2 and b3, and there is a 0 = 3PC(a1a2t; b1b2xj) that ontainsP 1 [ P 2 and suh that t is not of Type t3 w.r.t. . Then there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. 0.Proof of Claim 4: Let P 0 be the path of 0 n (P 1 [ P 2). Suppose P = y1; : : : ; ym is a P 1-44
rosspath w.r.t. 0. W.l.o.g. y1 has a neighbor in P 1. Suppose ym has a neighbor in P 2.Sine P annot be a P 1-rosspath w.r.t. , a node of P has a neighbor in P 3. Let yi besuh a node with lowest index. If i 6= m then by Lemma 7.2, Py1yi is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t.. So i = m and hene ym is of Type p4 w.r.t. . But then ( n fa1; a2; a3g) [ P ontainsa 3PC(b1b2b3; ym). So ym has a neighbor in P 0. Suppose that P [ P 3 [ P 0 n fxj ; tg ontainsa path from y1 to P 3. Then by Lemma 7.2 applied to the shortest suh path, there is aP 1-rosspath w.r.t. . So no suh path exists and hene no node of P 3 is adjaent to oroinident with a node of P [P 0 n fxj ; tg. By a similar argument, t 6= a3. So t is of Type t2,t2p or t3p w.r.t. . Note that P [ P 0 n xj ontains a hordless path T from y1 to t. If t isof Type t2 w.r.t. , then T ontradits Lemma 7.4 applied to . So t is of Type t2p or t3pw.r.t. . Let 00 be obtained by substituting t into . Then T n t ontradits Lemma 7.2applied to 00. This ompletes the proof of Claim 4.We now onsider the following ases.Case 1: xj is of Type t3 w.r.t. .If xn is of Type p1 or p4 w.r.t. , then xj ; : : : ; xn ontradits Lemma 7.5. So xn is ofType p2 w.r.t. . W.l.o.g. xn has a neighbor in P 3 and d is adjaent to a2, a3. Supposexj is adjaent to b1, b2 and b3. Then there is a 0 = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2xj) ontained in(nb3)[fxj ; : : : ; xng. Note that 0 6= C6. By Claim 4, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. 0. ByLemma 5.1, d is of the same type w.r.t. 0 as it is w.r.t. , and hene 0; d is a deomposable3PC(;). But then, by Theorem 9.17, the minimality of S is ontradited. So xj is adjaentto a1, a2 and a3. Let 0 = 3PC(a1a2xj; b1b2b3) be ontained in ( n a3)[ fxj ; : : : ; xng. Notethat 0 6= C6. By Claim 4, there is no P 1-rosspath w.r.t. 0. If d is adjaent to xj, then byLemma 5.1 applied to 0, d is of the same type w.r.t. 0 as it is w.r.t. , and hene 0; d is adeomposable 3PC(;) and the minimality of S is ontradited. So d is not adjaent to xj,and hene by Lemma 5.1, d is of Type t1 w.r.t. 0 and of Type t2 w.r.t. . By Theorem 7.7,let Q = y1; : : : ; ym be an attahment of d to .First we show that no node of Q is adjaent to or oinident with a node of fxj ; : : : ; xng.Suppose not and let yk be the node ofQ with highest index that has a neighbor in fxj ; : : : ; xng.Let xi be the neighbor of yk in fxj ; : : : ; xng with highest index.Suppose i 6= j. Consider the possibilities for Q allowed by Lemma 7.4. If ym is of Type t1,p1 or p3 w.r.t. , then by Lemma 7.2 applied to , Qykym ; xi; : : : ; xn is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t., a ontradition. If ym is of Type t2 w.r.t. , then Qykym ; xi; : : : ; xn ontradits Lemma7.4 applied to . So ym is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. . Let 00 be obtained by substitutingym into . Then either Qyk+1ym 1 ; xi; : : : ; xn (if k 6= m) or xi; : : : ; xn (otherwise) ontraditsLemma 7.3 or 5.1 applied to 00. Therefore, i = j.If xj is adjaent to ym, then ym and 0 ontradit Lemma 5.1 (sine ym annot be adjaentto a1 by denition of attahment). So xj is not adjaent to ym, i.e. k < m. Then xj; Qykymontradits Lemma 7.5 applied to .Therefore, no node of Q is adjaent to or oinident with a node of fxj ; : : : ; xng. Let00 = 3PC(a2a3d;) be obtained by substituting d and Q into . Then xj ; : : : ; xn ontraditsLemma 7.4 applied to 00.Case 2: xj is of Type t1 adjaent to a1 or b1, or j = 1 and x1 is of Type p1, p2 or p3 w.r.t.. 45
If xn is if Type p1 or p2 w.r.t. , then by Lemma 7.2, xj ; : : : ; xn is a P 1-rosspath w.r.t.. If xn is of Type p4 w.r.t. , then (nfb2; b3g)[fxj ; : : : ; xng ontains a 3PC(a1a2a3; xn).Case 3: j = 1 and d is the unique neighbor of x1 in H.W.l.o.g. assume that d is adjaent to a2, a3. If d is of Type t2p w.r.t. , let 0 beobtained by substituting d into . Then x1; : : : ; xn ontradits Lemma 7.3 applied to 0. Sod is of Type t2 w.r.t. . Then d; x1; : : : ; xn ontradits Lemma 7.4.Case 4: j = 1 and x1 is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. .W.l.o.g. x1 is a sibling of b1. Let 0 be obtained by substituting x1 into . Thenx2; : : : ; xn ontradits Lemma 7.3 or 5.1 applied to 0. 2Theorem 9.1 follows from Lemmas 9.4 and 9.20.Corollary 9.21 Let G be an even-signable graph. If G ontains a proper wheel, or an L-parahute, or a 3PC(;) with a Type t2, t2p or t4s node, or a 3PC(;) 6= C6 with aType t4d or t5 node, then G has a double star utset or a 2-join.Proof: If G ontains a proper wheel, the result holds by Theorem 3.2 when the wheel isnot a beetle, and by Theorems 6.1 and 9.1 when the wheel is a beetle. If G ontains anL-parahute, the result holds by Theorem 4.1. If G ontains a  = 3PC(;) with a Typet2 or t2p node, the result holds by Theorem 9.1. If  has a Type t4s node or if  6= C6 hasa Type t4d node, the result holds by Theorem 8.1. If G ontains a  6= C6 with a Type t5node, then the result holds by Theorem 8.2. 2So, by Theorem 6.1, it only remains to onsider the ase when G ontains a C6 with aType t4d or t5 node.10 C6 with Type t4d or t5 NodesIn this setion we prove the following two theorems.Theorem 10.1 If G is an even-signable graph that does not have a double star utset nor a2-join, then G annot ontain a C6 with a Type t5 node.Theorem 10.2 Let G be an even-signable graph that does not have a double star utset nora 2-join. If G ontains a C6 with a Type t4d node, then G is the omplement of the line graphof a omplete bipartite graph.Throughout this setion we assume that G is an even-signable graph that does not havea double star utset nor a 2-join.Lemma 10.3 Let  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) be a C6 in G. Then the following hold.(i) No node is of Type t1 or t3p w.r.t. .(ii) If there is a node of Type t4d or t5 w.r.t. , then there is no node of Type t3 w.r.t. .46
Proof: By Theorem 9.1, no node is of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. a 3PC(;). By Lemma 9.4,there annot be a node of Type t3p w.r.t. .Suppose node u is of Type t1 w.r.t. . By Theorem 7.7, there is an attahment P =x1; : : : ; xn of u to . Then xn must be of Type t3 w.r.t. . W.l.o.g. assume that u isadjaent to a3. Then P 2 [ P 3 [ P [ u indues a proper wheel with enter b3, ontraditingCorollary 9.21. Therefore, no node is of Type t1 w.r.t. , and (i) holds.If a node is of Type t5 w.r.t. , then by Theorem 8.2, there is a node of Type t4d w.r.t.. So to prove (ii) we may assume that there is a node u of Type t3 w.r.t.  and a node v ofType t4d w.r.t. . W.l.o.g. assume that u is adjaent to a1; a2; a3 and v to a1; a2; b1; b3. ByTheorem 7.7, let P = x1; : : : ; xn be an attahment of u to . Sine no node is of Type t1, t2por t3p w.r.t. , xn must be of Type p2 or t3 w.r.t.  and no node of P n xn is adjaent to anode of . First suppose that xn is of Type p2 w.r.t. . Let 0 be obtained by substitutingu and P into . Note that 0 6= C6. By Lemma 5.1, v is of Type t2p, t4d or t5 w.r.t. 0,ontraditing Theorem 8.1, Theorem 8.2 or Theorem 9.1. So xn is of Type t3 w.r.t. . Let0 = 3PC(a1a2u; b1b2xn) (resp. 00 = 3PC(ua2a3; xnb2b3)) be obtained by substituting uand P into . By Lemma 5.1, v is of Type t3p, t4d or t5 w.r.t. 0. By Theorem 9.4 vannot be of Type t3p w.r.t. 0. Suppose v is of Type t4d w.r.t. 0. Then v is adjaent toxn and not adjaent to u, and hene v is of Type t2p w.r.t. 00, ontraditing Theorem 9.1.So v is of Type t5 w.r.t. 0, i.e. it is adjaent to both u and xn. By Theorem 8.1, there is anode w of Type t4d w.r.t.  that is not adjaent to v and is adjaent to a1; a3; b2; b3. By thesame argument as above, w must be adjaent to both u and xn. But then fa1; b1; b2; u; v; wgindues an odd wheel with enter a1. 2Corollary 10.4 If there is a node of Type t4d or t5 w.r.t.  = C6, then nodes of G n thathave a neighbor in  are of Type p2, t4d, t5 or t6 w.r.t. .Proof: Sine  = C6, no node is of Type p1, p3, p4 or t4s w.r.t. . By Theorem 9.1, no nodeis of Type t2 or t2p w.r.t. . By Lemma 10.3, no node is of Type t1, t3 or t3p w.r.t. . 2Proof of Theorem 10.1: Let G be an even-signable graph that does not have a double starutset nor a 2-join. Suppose that  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) is a C6 in G and x is of Type t5w.r.t. . W.l.o.g. x is not adjaent to a3. Let S = (N(x) [ N(a2)) n ( n fa2; a3; b1; b2g).Sine S is not a double star utset, there exists a diret onnetion P = x1; : : : ; xn in G n Sfrom a1 to b3.First we show that no node of S is of Type t4d or t5 w.r.t. . Suppose xi is of Type t4dor t5 w.r.t. . Sine xi annot be adjaent to a2, it is adjaent to a1; a3; b2. If xi is adjaentto b1, then fa1; a2; a3; b1; x; xig indues an odd wheel with enter a1. So xi is not adjaent tob1, and hene it is adjaent to b3. In partiular, xi is of Type t4d w.r.t. . By Theorem 8.1,there is a node u not adjaent to xi, that is of Type t4d w.r.t.  adjaent to a2; a3; b1; b2.Then fa1; a3; xi; b1; b2; ug indues a 0 = 3PC(a1xia3; b1b2u). Sine x is adjaent to a1; b1; b2,and it is not adjaent to xi and a3, by Lemma 5.1 x must be of Type t3p w.r.t. 0. But thenLemma 10.3 is ontradited. Therefore no node of S is of Type t4d or t5 w.r.t. .By Corollary 10.4 and by defenition of S, x1 is of Type p2 w.r.t.  adjaent to a1 and b1,xn is of Type p2 w.r.t.  adjaent to a3 and b3, and no iteremediate node of P has a neighbor47
in . Let 0 = 3PC(a1b1x1; a3b3xn) indued by P [ fa1; a3; b1; b3g. Sine x is adjaent toa1; b1; b3 and it is not adjaent to a3; x1; xn, it violates Lemma 5.1 applied to 0. 2In the following results we assume that G ontains a  = 3PC(a1a2a3; b1b2b3) = C6 witha Type t4d node. In fat by Theorem 8.1, we may assume that there are at least three nodesof Type t4d: node v1 adjaent to a1; a2; b1; b3, node v2 adjaent to a2; a3; b1; b2, and node v3adjaent to a1; a3; b2; b3. Furthermore, v1v2 and v1v3 are not edges. In fat, neither is v2v3,sine otherwise fv1; v2; v3; a2; b2; b3g indues and odd wheel with enter b2. By Corollary 10.4and Theorem 10.1, nodes of G n that have a neighbor in  are of Type p2, t4d or t6 w.r.t.. We now show that all nodes of G n  are of Type p2, t4d or t6 w.r.t. .Lemma 10.5 Let u be of Type t4d w.r.t.  and v of Type p2 w.r.t. . Then uv is not anedge if and only if N(v) \  N(u) \ .Proof: First we show that if u is adjaent to a1; a2; b1; b3 and v is adjaent to a3; b3, then uv isan edge. Suppose uv is not an edge. Let S = (N(a3)[N(b3)) n fu; vg and let P = x1; : : : ; xnbe a diret onnetion from u to v in G n S. By denition of S, no node of P is of Type t4dor t6 w.r.t. . If a2 has no neighbor in P , then P [fa2; a3; b3; u; vg indues a 3PC(a3b3v; u).So a2 has a neighbor in P , and similarly so does a1. Let xi be the node of P with highestindex adjaent to a1 or a2. By Corollary 10.4, xi must be of Type p2 w.r.t. . If xi isadjaent to a2 and b2, then Pxixn [ P 1 [ fa2; b3; u; vg indues a proper wheel with enter u,ontraditing Corollary 9.21. So xi is adjaent to a1 and b1. Let 0 = 3PC(a1b1xi; a3b3v)indued by Pxixn [ P 1 [ P 3 [ v. Then u is of Type t3p w.r.t. 0, ontraditing Lemma 9.4.Next we show that if u is adjaent to a1; a2; b1; b3 and v is adjaent to a1; b1, then uv isnot an edge. Assume uv is an edge. By Theorem 8.1, there exists a node w of Type t4dw.r.t.  adjaent to a2; a3; b1; b2 and not adjaent to u. By the above paragraph, vw is anedge. But then fu; v; w; b1; b2; b3g indues an odd wheel with enter b1. 2Lemma 10.6 Nodes of G n  are of Type p2, t4d or t6 w.r.t. .Proof: We show that if u is a node of G n that has a neighbor in , then there annot exista node x adjaent to u and not adjaent to . Assume not.First suppose that u is of Type t4d w.r.t. , say adjaent to a1; a2; b1; b3. Let S =(N(u) [N(a1)) n x and let P = x1; : : : ; xn be a diret onnetion from x to  n S in G n S.By Lemma 10.5 and denition of S, no node of P is of Type p2 or t6 w.r.t. , or of Typet4d w.r.t.  adjaent to a1. Let xi be the node of P with lowest index that is of Type t4d.Then xi is adjaent to a2 and a3, and hene Px1xi [ fu; x; a1; a2; a3g indues a proper wheelwith enter a2, ontraditing Corollary 9.21.Next suppose that u is of Type p2 w.r.t. , say adjaent to a3; b3. Let S = (N(a3) [N(u)) n x and let P = x1; : : : ; xn be a diret onnetion from x to  nS in G nS. By Lemma10.5 and denition of S, no node of P is of Type t4d or t6 w.r.t. . So xn is of Type p2w.r.t. , and no node of P n xn has a neighbor in . W.l.o.g. assume that xn is adjaent toa2; b2. Let 0 = 3PC(a2b2xn; a3b3u) indued by P 2[P 3[P [fu; xg. Note that 0 6= C6. Byour assumption there is a node v1 of Type t4d w.r.t.  adjaent to a1; a2; b1; b3. By Lemma5.1, v1 is of Type t2p or t4d w.r.t. 0. But this ontradits Theorem 9.1 or 8.1.48
Finally suppose that u is of Type t6 w.r.t. . Let S = N(a1)[ a1 and let P = x1; : : : ; xnbe a diret onnetion from x to nS in GnS. By denition of S, no node of P is of Type t6w.r.t. . So xn is of Type p2 or t4d w.r.t.  and no node of P nxn has a neighbor in . Butthen either xn and xn 1 (if n 6= 1) or xn and x (if n = 1) ontradit the above paragraphs.2Lemma 10.7  has exatly three Type p2 nodes, say u1; u2 and u3, where ui is adjaent toaibi. Furthermore u1; u2; u3 are pairwise adjaent.Proof: Let S1 = (N(a1)[N(b1)) n fa2; b3g. Sine S1 is not a double star utset there exists adiret onnetion P = x1; : : : ; xn from a2 to b3 in GnS1. By denition of S1 and Lemma 10.6,every node of P is of Type p2. So n = 2, x1 is adjaent to a2b2 and x2 is adjaent to a3b3.Repeating the same argument with S2 = (N(a2) [N(b2)) n fa1; b3g, we get that  has threeType p2 nodes, say u1; u2 and u3, where ui is adjaent to aibi.Next we show that u1; u2 and u3 are pairwise adjaent. W.l.o.g. assume that u2u3 is notan edge. By our assumption there exist nonadjaent nodes v1 and v2, both of Type t4d w.r.t., suh that v1 is adjaent to a1; a2; b1; b3 and v2 is adjaent to a2; a3; b1; b2. By Lemma10.5, v1 is adjaent to both u2 and u3, and v2 is adjaent to u3 but not to u2. But thenfv1; v2; u2; u3; b2; a2g indues an odd wheel with enter a2.Finally we show that there are exatly three Type p2 nodes. Assume w.l.o.g. thatthere exists a Type p2 node u03 that is adjaent to a3b3 and is distint from u3. By theabove paragraph, u2u3 and u2u03 are both edges. Let 0 = 3PC(a2b2u2; a3b3u3) indued byfu2; u3; a2; a3; b2; b3g. Then u03 is of Type t2p or t3p w.r.t. 0, ontraditing Theorem 9.1 orLemma 10.3. 2Lemma 10.8 If u is of Type p2 w.r.t.  and v is of Type t6 w.r.t. , then uv is an edge.Proof: Assume w.l.o.g. that u is adjaent to a1; b1 and that uv is not an edge. By Lemma 10.7there is a node u2 of Type p2 w.r.t.  adjaent to a2; b2 and uu2 is an edge. Let 0 =3PC(a1b1u; a2b2u2) indued by fu; u2; a1; a2; b1; b2g. By Lemma 5.1, v is of Type t5 w.r.t. .But this ontradits Theorem 10.1. 2Lemma 10.9 If u and u0 are both of Type t4d w.r.t.  suh that N(u) \  = N(u0) \ ,then uu0 is not an edge.Proof: W.l.o.g. N(u) \  = N(u0) \  = fa1; a2; b1; b3g. Suppose uu0 is an edge. ByTheorem 8.1 there exists a node v of Type t4d adjaent to a2; a3; b1; b2 and not adjaent tou. Let 0 = 3PC(va2a3; b1ub3) indued by fu; v; a2; a3; b1; b3g. Then u0 is of Type t3p or t5w.r.t. 0, ontraditing Theorem 10.1 or Lemma 10.3. 2Note that the six nodes of  together with the three nodes u1; u2; u3 from Lemma 10.7atually form six distint C6 with their three Type p2 nodes. Eah of these nine nodes isType p2 in exatly two of the three C6. In addition, the Type t4d nodes w.r.t.  are Typet4d relative to all six of the C6. It follows from Lemma 10.5 that the adjaenies between theType p2 nodes u1; u2; u3 and the Type t4d nodes v1; v2; v3 are totally determined. These sixnodes together with the six nodes of  an be arranged on a 3  4 grid in suh a way that49
the node in position (i; j) is adjaent to the node in position (p; q) if and only if i 6= p andj 6= q. For example, we an set a1 = (3; 3), a2 = (2; 1), a3 = (1; 2), b1 = (2; 2), b2 = (1; 3),b3 = (3; 1) with the ui's lling the remaining three positions (i; j) for 1  i; j  3 and thevi's in positions (i; 4) for 1  i  3. We all this 12-node graph G3;4.More generally, for k  3 and l  4, denote by Gkl the graph whose nodes are labeled(i; j) for 1  i  k and 1  j  l, where an edge exists between (i; j) and (p; q) if and only ifi 6= p and j 6= q. The graph Gkl is the omplement of the line graph of the omplete bipartitegraph Kkl. Any three rows and three olumns of Gkl indue a graph on nine nodes whih isa C6 plus its three Type p2 nodes. By symmetry every node of Gkl is of Type p2 w.r.t. atleast one suh C6.Lemma 10.10 Consider a maximal subgraph Gkl of G whih is the omplement of the linegraph of a omplete bipartite graph Kkl, with k  3 and l  4. Then every node u 2V (G) n V (Gkl) is adjaent to all the nodes of Gkl.Proof: Consider any  = C6 in Gkl formed by three rows and three olumns, say with nodes(1; 1); (1; 2); (2; 2); (2; 3); (3; 1); (3; 3). By Lemma 10.7, u annot be of Type p2 w.r.t.  sinethe three possible Type p2 nodes for  already exist in Gkl.Suppose u is of Type t4d w.r.t. . W.l.o.g. node u is adjaent to (2; 2); (2; 3); (3; 1); (3; 3).Every node w of Gkl is of Type p2 w.r.t. some 0 = C6 that ontains node (1; 1). Sine uis not adjaent to (1; 1), it follows from Lemma 10.6 that u is of Type t4d w.r.t. 0. ByLemma 10.5, the adjaeny between u and w is determined. Speially, node u is adjaent tothe nodes of Gkl that are not in row 1 and is not adjaent to the nodes in row 1. Let us labelnode u by (1; l+1). By Theorem 8.1 applied to , G must ontain nodes of Type t4d adjaentto (1; 1); (1; 2); (3; 1); (3; 3) and to (1; 1); (1; 2); (2; 2); (2; 3) respetively. Furthermore, thesetwo nodes and u form a stable set. Therefore these two nodes are not in Gkl. By the sameargument as above, their adjaenies with the nodes of Gkl are totally determined. Let uslabel them (2; l + 1) and (3; l + 1) respetively. Node (i; l + 1) is adjaent to all the nodes ofGkl exept those in row i. By Theorem 8.1 applied to 0 as dened above, there exist nodes(i; l+1) in V (G) n V (Gkl) that form a stable set for all 1  i  k and that are adjaent with(p; q) in Gkl if and only if i 6= p. Therefore G ontains a graph Gk;l+1, a ontradition to themaximality of Gkl. So node u is not of Type t4d w.r.t. .By Lemma 10.6, it follows that u is of Type t6 w.r.t. . Sine every node of Gkl belongsto a C6 of Gkl, it follows that u is adjaent to all the nodes of Gkl. 2Theorem 10.2 follows from Lemma 10.10 sine, if G 6= Gkl, then for any u 62 V (Gkl) theset N((1; 1)) [N(u) n f(1; 2); (1; 3)g is a double star 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